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ABSTRACT
Title:
Pre-game preparation structure and content in mens elite basketball.
Scope of thesis:
The aim of this work is to analyze and describe the comprehensive issues of preparation
for the performance of player in sport-specific training or in professional basketball league
match within the meaning of optimal warm-up of the player and his most effective motion
apparatus set-up for the forthcoming performance. This thesis clearly defines the proportional
ratio of active and passive parts of the warm-up, an amount of specific and nonspecific
content in its active part and often discussed question of the volume of static and dynamic
stretching. In terms of sequence of activities will be to define the order of individual pre-game
training blocks, clarify their content and assign them adequate time fund. As a result, it is
my main aim to provide clear information to both coaches and players who can use this
to optimize the quality of performance.
Method:
Descriptive research using both primary and secondary data analysis.
Results:
After analyzing basketball literature and its comparing with current studies is obvious, that
the trend has transitioned away from the usual way of warm-up with a large number of static
stretches to the more modern and more dynamic concept. This mainly corresponds to today's
increased demands for quickness and explosiveness of players. Another factor of the warm-up
approach innovation is the individualization of the particular exercises application, taking
into account the somatotype, functional capabilities and also game position of players,
or the function that the player performs on the playground. Last but not least, there is a need
to mention the increased attention to psychological training.
The result is a set of work activities with a deliberate connection, while respecting the last
research in the field of sports science, which should when applied to individual specifications;
lead to a perfect ready the player for game performance both physically and mentally.
Keywords:
Active warm-up, active stretching, ballistic stretching, basketball, dynamic stretching, pregame activity, set-up, sport-specific activity, stretching, vertical jump, warm-up, warm-up
drill.

ABSTRAKT
Nazev:
Struktura a obsah jednotlivych fazi pfipravy brace k utkani v muzskem elitnim basketbale.
Cil prace:
Cilem prace je analyze vat a popsat problematiku komplexni pfipravy hrace k vykonu v utkani
ci hernim treninku v profesionalnim basketbale muzu ve smyslu optimalniho rozcviceni hrace
a co nejefektivnejsiho vyladeni jeho pohyboveho aparatu pro nadchazejici vykon. Tato prace
jasne vymezi pomerne zastoupeni aktivni a pasivni casti rozcviceni, podil specificke
a nespecificke naplne vjeho aktivni casti a casto fesenou otazku mnozstvi statickeho
a dynamickeho strecinku. Z hlediska posloupnosti cinnosti pak bude definovat pofadi
jednotlivych bloku pfedzapasove pfipravy, ujasni jejich obsah a pfifadi jim adekvatni casovy
fond. V dusledku je pak mym hlavnim zamerem poskytnout jasne informace jak trenerum,
tak hracum, ktefi je mohou vyuzit k optimalizaci pfipravy na kvalitni sportovni vykon.
Metoda:
Deskriptivni vyzkum vyuzivajici prvku primarni a sekundarni analyzy dat.
Vysledky:
Po analyze basketbalove literatury a jejiho srovnani s aktualnimi srudiemi je zfejmy
pfedevsim trend pfechodu od zaziteho zpusobu rozcvicovani s velkym podilem statickeho
strecinku k modemejsimu a dynamictejsimu pojeti. Tento fakt koresponduje pfedevsim
s dnesnimi zvysenymi naroky na rychlost a vybusnou silu hrace. Dalsim faktorem inovace
pfistupu k WU je individualizace aplikace jednotlivych cviku s pfihlednutim k somatotypu,
runkcnim moznostem a take k postu hrace, respektive k funkci, kterou hrac na hfisti plni.
V neposledni fade je zde tfeba zminit zvysenou pozornost venovanou psychologicke pfiprave.
Vysledkem prace je soubor aktivit se zamernou navaznosti, respektujici posledni vyzkumy
v oblasti sportovni vedy, ktere by mely, aplikovane s individualni specifikaci, vest k idealni
pfipravenosti hrace basketbalu na herni vykon po strance fyzicke i psychicke.
Klicova slova:
Aktivni rozcviceni, aktivni strecink, balisticky strecink, basketbal, pfiprava na utkani,
sportovne-specificka aktivita, strecink, vertikalni vyskok, rozcviceni, rozcvicovaci drily.
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1 Introduction
Mens elite basketball in present time requires a player to achieve the peak performance
in the game. It uniquely determines the importance of targeting the affecting the factors which
enables and determines the final basketball performance.
In todays competitive world of basketball, athletes need every edge, no matter how small.
That edge might be an effective warm-up and stretching routine. Often overlooked by some
coaches and many athletes, a proper warm-up and stretching routine increases the flexibility
of muscles and develops a greater range of motion in the joints, which will lead to improved
athletic performance and fewer injuries1.
The disunity of warm-up interpretation and being overlooked is also one of the main
reasons for writing this thesis. I am facing this variance in warm-up versions and its
understanding since the very beginning of my basketball career.
I did not find any study focused directly on warm-up exact composition and timing
influence on following basketball specific achievement neither the achievement in general. I
found my results from research connected with this subject. I focused on activities which
determine the most important elements of a final basketball performance. These are the
explosive muscle strength in general, and maximal vertical leap in specific.
Warm-up (WU) is an integral part of each training session. It is above all the main content
of a pre-game time at all of the "athletic based" sports. We can see a big amount of opinions
in praxis which refers to its regular conception. As we can agree, the warm-up is intended
to ready the athlete for either a training session or a competition. The idea of warm-up
importance and necessity can be found in many forms throughout the books and the internet.
While a warm-up routine may take many forms, subject to the sport or the training goals
of the athlete, the warm-up will both physically and mentally prepare the athlete
for the intended task.

1

FORAN, Bill, POUND, Robin. Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
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But these WU forms sometime essentially.

Their importance is not attributed

with the same attention. This dilemma is also influenced by another factor, the individuality
of the athlete, which should not be overlooked. That is why it is so difficult to generalize
the whole WU process. But from my point of view there are some frame characteristics that
exists connected to the non-individual, experience-tested rules, respecting particular physical
regularity which we can consider as veritable. This is concerned, above all, to an order and
content of particular sections of the WU. I approach this subject matter from the basketball
point of view, but I think the overall findings will be usable for all the "athletic-based" sports.
/^

As written in the unofficial Czech basketball bible , the training is usually connected
with achieving individually maximal performance. That is why the coach and also the athlete
should be precise in planning the WU. Because the WU does affect the consequential
performance.
The knowledge in this area is still not perfect. Every coach has, by my experience, usually
individual approach to WU interpretation which is mostly based on his praxis and also not
always respects the player's individual needs. Basketball, despites it's big versatility, has
increased demands on specific body structures which should be respected. Mostly no one is
able to adequately clarify what is his WU interpretation based on. Warm-up routines are
typically based on trial and error or the individual philosophies of the athlete and coach3
We can see slipping tendencies to prescriptive behavior by coaches and lack
of information by the players throughout the Czech leagues. But the WU should be still
individually refined and regulated by a physical and psychical state, age, condition, etc.
Nevertheless the needed WU form I will suggest here cannot be entirely utilized. If we
consider the athlete's individuality, the WU, when done inappropriately from my point
of view, can be eventually beneficial for the player. For example some street ball players
I saw performed only a short and specific WU before the game, and performed on a very high
level without any sign of problems.

DOBRY, Lubomir, VELENSKY, Emil. Kosikovd : teorie a didaktika.
BROWN, Peter I. , HUGHES , Michael G., TONG, Richard J. The effect of warm-up on high-intensity,
intermittent running using nonmotorized treadmill ergometry.
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3

11

In conclusion we can presume that if the player uses for WU composition the operational
sequences and its contents, mentioned in this thesis and applies them individually
and harmonizes them, he should achieve the maximal WU effectiveness.
An effective warm-up and stretching routine will improve performance by increasing
power,

speed,

and quickness.

These

qualities transfer to the basketball

game

through improved layups, dunks, rebounding, fast breaks, and defense4.
The whole work expresses my personal view on the issue, confronted with used literature
and interviewed consultants.

4

FORAN, Bill, POUND, Robin. Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
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2

Basketball game development and progress5
Like the other sports, basketball is still in progress. This progression can be indentifled

in two basic planes. The first, with "global" impact is made by social-economic aspects.
And the conception of the game performance and its character is the second one6
Basketball is a team sport in which two teams of five active players each try to score
points against one another by placing a ball through a 10 feet (3.048 m) high hoop (the goal)
under organized rules. Points are scored by shooting the ball through the basket
above the team with more points at the end of the game wins. The ball can be advanced
on the court by bouncing it (dribbling) or passing it between teammates. Disruptive physical
contact (fouls) is not permitted and there are restrictions on how the ball can be handled
(violations).
Through time, basketball has developed to involve common techniques of shooting,
passing and dribbling, as well as players' positions, and offensive and defensive structures.
Typically, the tallest members of a team will play center or one of two forward positions,
while shorter players or those who possess the best ball handling skills and speed, play
the guard positions. While competitive basketball is carefully regulated, numerous variations
of basketball have developed for casual play.

While competitive basketball is primarily an indoor sport, played on a basketball court,
less regulated variations have become exceedingly popular as an outdoor sport among both
inner city and rural groups. The most popular variation is called streetball.

5
6

Basketball. Wikipedia Foundation.
JEZDIK , Michal., VELENSKY, Michael. Vyvoj basketbalu na konci 20. stoleti a reflexe tohoto vyvoje.
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Streetball is a less formal variant of basketball, played on playgrounds and in gymnasiums
across the world. Often only one half of the court is used, but otherwise the rules of the game
are very similar to those of basketball. The number of participants in a game, or a run, may
range from one defender and one attacker (known as one on one) to two full teams of five
each.
Streetball is a very popular game worldwide, and some cities in the United States have
organized Streetball programs, such as midnight basketball. Many cities also host their own
weekend-long Streetball tournaments. Hoop-It-Up and the Houston Rockets' Blacktop Battle
are two of the most popular. In recent years, Streetball has seen an increase in media exposure
through television shows such as ESPN's "Streetball" and "City Slam", as well as traveling
exhibitions such as the ANDl Mixtape Tour and Ball4Real. Also many NBA stars are known
for starting their career "on the street".

14

2.1

History of basketball time line

m

December 1891: Dr James Naismith, an instructor at the School for Christian Workers
in Springfield, Massachusetts, invents basket ball (then two words).
August 1-16, 1936: Basketball becomes an official Olympic sport. The United States defeats
Canada 19-8 for the gold medal. The games were played in Berlin, Germany.
December 30, 1936: Hank Luisetti's (Stanford) one-hand set shot becomes the new rage
in shooting. Until this point, players used the classic two-hand shot.
February 28, 1940: The first televised basketball games were played between Pittsburgh
and Fordham (57-37) and New York University and Georgetown (50-27) at Madison Square
Garden.
August 3, 1949: Six teams from the NBL join the BAA. the resulting 17 teams form
the National Basketball Association (NBA), and name Maurice Podloff as President
1951: A crowd of 75,000 people, a record for a basketball game, watch the Harlem
Globetrotters perform at Berlin Olympic Stadium.
March 2, 1951: The East defeats the West 111-94 in the first ever all-star game.
October 30, 1954: The NBA introduces the 24-second clock. As a result the pace of the game
quickens.
April 20, 1986: Michael Jordan scores a playoff high 63 points in a loss to the Celtics.
April 8, 1989: IBA allows the NBA to send NBA players to the Olympics.
August 8, 1992: The Dream Team begins play in Barcelona Spain. They eventually win
the Gold Medal for the USA.
April 21, 1996: The Chicago Bulls defeat the Washington Wizards to finish the season 72-10.
the best record ever.
June 26, 2002: the Houston Rockets Draft Yao Ming to be the first #1 overall pick to never
play College ball in the US.

7

Basketball. Wikipedia Foundation.
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2.2

U.S. high school basketball8

Today virtually every high school in the United States fields a basketball team in varsity
competition. Basketball's popularity remains high, both in rural areas where they carry
the identification of the entire community, as well as at some larger schools known for their
basketball teams where many players go on to participate at higher levels of competition
after graduation. In the 2003-04 season, 1,002,797 boys and girls represented their schools
in interscholastic basketball competition, according to the National Federation of State High
School Associations.

2.3

National Basketball Association

Today the NBA is the top professional basketball league in the world in terms
of popularity, salaries, talent, and level of competition. The NBA has featured many famous
players, including George Mikan, the first dominating "big man"; ball-handling wizard Bob
Cousy and defensive genius Bill Russell of the Boston Celtics; Wilt Chamberlain,
who originally played for the barnstorming Harlem Globetrotters; all-around stars Oscar
Robertson and Jerry West; more recent big men Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Karl Malone;
playmaker John Stockton; crowd-pleasing forward Julius Erving; European stars Dirk
Nowitzki and Drazen Petrovic and the three players who many credit with ushering
the professional game to its highest level of popularity: Larry Bird, Earvin "Magic" Johnson,
and Michael "Air"Jordan.
In 2001, the NBA formed a developmental league, the NBDL. As of 2008, the league has
sixteen teams.
Basketball teams make up approximately 13 percent of franchised sports in the U.S,
and an average of 17,558 spectators regularly attend basketball games in the NBA,
with the Chicago Bulls (22,103), Detroit Pistons (22,076) and Cleveland Cavaliers (20,499)
topping the popularity stakes. The combined revenue from the 30 NBA teams is
approximately $3.37 billion and rising.

Basketball. Wikipedia Foundation.
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2.4

International basketball9

The International Basketball Federation was formed in 1932 by eight founding nations:
Argentina, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Portugal, Romania and Switzerland. At this
time, the organization only oversaw amateur players. Its acronym, derived from the French
Federation Internationale de Basketball Amateur, was thus "FIBA."
Men's Basketball was first included in the Berlin Olympic Games in 1936, although
a demonstration tournament was held in 1904. The United States defeated Canada in the first
final, played outdoors. This competition has usually been dominated by the United States,
whose team has won all but three titles, the first loss in a controversial final game in Munich
in 1972 against the Soviet Union. In 1950 the first FIBA World Championship for men was
held in Argentina. Three years later, the first FIBA World Championship for Women was
held in Chile. Women's basketball was added to the Olympics in 1976, which were held
in Montreal, Canada with teams such as the Soviet Union, Brazil and Australia rivaling
the American squads.

FIBA dropped the distinction between amateur and professional players in 1989,
and in 1992, professional players played for the first time in the Olympic Games. The United
States' dominance continued with the introduction of their Dream Team. However,
with developing programs elsewhere, other national teams started to beat the United States.
A team made entirely of NBA players finished sixth in the 2002 World Championships
in Indianapolis, behind Yugoslavia, Argentina, Germany, New Zealand and Spain.
In the 2004 Athens Olympics, the United States suffered its first Olympic loss while using
professional players, falling to Puerto Rico (in a 19-point loss) and Lithuania in group games,
and being eliminated in the semifinals by Argentina. It eventually won the bronze medal
defeating Lithuania, finishing behind Argentina and Italy.

9

Basketball. Wikipedia Foundation.
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Determined to put an end to these recent failures, USA Basketball has changed its
philosophy and has looked to field complete teams instead of piecing together rosters of NBA
All-Stars at the last minute. Team USA won their first seven games at the 2006 World
Championships in Japan, losing against Greece in the semi-finals, ending the competition
with the bronze medal. However, the USA won gold two years later at the 2008 Summer
Olympics with a dominant performance10.

Worldwide, basketball tournaments are held for boys and girls of all age levels.
The global popularity of the sport is reflected in the nationalities represented in the NBA.
Players from all over the globe can be found in NBA teams.

10

USA menVs national basketball team. Wikipedia Foundation.
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2.5

Czech basketball 11

For the first time was basketball introduced to the Czech public by PE teacher Jaroslav
Sokol Karasek in the Vysoke Myto in 1897, the Czech rules came out a year later.

The highest men competition? in the Czech Republic is NBL (National Basketball
League), which in the 2006/2007 season played 12 clubs.
Historically, the best Czech men's club in the international arena is Spartak Brno;
currently CEZ Basketball Nymburk reached the final eight in the ULEB Cup.

Historically the most successful women's team is Gambrinus Brno which has become
in the 2006/2007 season Czech Republic Champion and Champion of Women's Euroleague.
In addition, Sparta Prague took part in 7 Euroleague finals and won once, followed
by Gambrinus Brno with two participations, of which one won, and Slovan Orbis Prague,
which played in the finals 3 times, but neither one won.

Czech male basketball team participated in Olympic Games 7 times, the best placing,
the 5-th place was achieved in 1960. Last time they participated was in the Olympic
tournament in 1980. Czech women team participated in the Olympic tournament in 2004 and
is was placed at the 5th place, in 2008 at the 7th place.
The currently most successful Czech players are a pair of players who have played
the famous NBA. The first Jifi Zidek junior has succeeded and as the second Jifi Welsch
appeared overseas. Both players had three-year contracts in the NBA and then returned
to Europe where successfully continued in their career.
Other players in European teams are in this time Lubos Barton - FC Barcelona and Jan
Vesely — Partizan Belgrade.
The only Czech woman player played in the WNBA was Eva Nemcova in years 1997 2001. She later continued his career in the European teams in France and Italy. The current
best Czech women players are Hana Machova, Ivana Vecefova, Jana Vesela and Eva
Viteckova.
11

Basketbal. Wikipedia Foundation.
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3

Present time basketball conception
In the current conception of the game is still more speed and aggression applied.

Velensky

1 *7

talk about definitions of "run and gun basketball", "coast to coast basketball",

"non-stop game", etc. Basketball, like every sport, goes through the development
and responds to new trends.
1 f\g

to

Velensky

,

the

today's

game

performance

is

focused

primarily

on the transition game (continuous solution transition phases), smooth solution to the game
situations and continuity of operations of the half-court game and especially aggressive
and highly team-conception of defense operations.

12

VELENSKY , Michael, KARGER, Jan. Basketbal: herni trenink, kondicni trenink, technika, taktika.
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3.1

World approach

World basketball is faster, and improves over time and cause a blurring such
a fundamental difference in performance compared to the Overseas a few years ago. European
basketball is close to the concept of NBA in particular as regards to the inclusion of attractive
features for spectators, but still retaining their own characteristics. This is, of course, given
by the rules, especially as regards to the rules of the defense. This has also different demands
on players, which was the subject of much discussion at the NBC broadcast during
the basketball games at the 2008 Olympics in Beijing. They compared the U.S. basketball,
which is based on a lot of explosiveness, strength and above all on individuality and lonl
play to more team-based and more sophisticated game concept of the rest of the world,
respectively Europe.

3.2

Czech approach

Basketball in our country can be generally considered as slower. It is not only
1 *7

about the game itself, but as Velensky said, the whole prescriptive training approach leads to
basketball conception, already overcame in the world. It is the one of angles in which we can
see the reason of getting away from the front positions on European basketball scene.
According to Velensky12 is the basic problem the non-receptiveness of the regimes, which
respects load principles in training. The same problem we can also see during the warm-ups.

21

4

Basketball from the physical point of view
Today's airborne exploits and backboard-shattering jams of NBA stars like LeBron James,

Dwight Howard and Shaquille O'Neal obviously mark significant changes in the game since it
was invented. The basketball's essential elements of running, jumping, cutting, stopping, and
shooting on a hard floor remain the same, but the game got faster with changed motional
apparatus demands13.

With increasing individual game performance quality requirements (potential gaming
skills) in a growing interest in objective information that relates to this exercise can be seen
in elite basketball14.
In today's highly professionalized sport stage, a question of finding ways to increase
performance leads to testing different training variations, and we get to a deeper examination
of the entire functionality of the player's musculoskeletal scientific terms.
Because basketball requires short bursts of powerful movements, it is primarily anaerobic.
The game does have an aerobic component, however, since the anaerobic movements are
needed over a longer period - over the course of a game .

Basketball And Your Feet. American Academy of Podiatric Sport Medicine.
DOBRY, Lubomir., SEMIGINOVSKY, B. Sportovnihry. Trenink a vykon.
15 SIGMON, Chip. 52-week basketball training.
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14
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4.1

Bioenergetic movement determination 16

Special chapter of requirements regarding the concept of the current elite basketball game
at the level of individual performance presents its determinants, explaining the meeting
of bioenergetics demands of gaming skills. In the context of the use of other terms we can
also talk about the achievement conditional components, conditional / physical player
readiness, functional adaptability, etc.
Looking at the current implementation of the concept of sports games, we see that claims
in this case are consistent with the demands on the skill component of individual game
performance, both to influence the other.
The nature of the physical load, which the player must complete and able to withstand, is
determined by both duration of endurance activities (O2), speed-type (ATP, CP) and their
combinations. Short-term activities carried out with the maximum intensity, creates the main
prerequisite of success in terms of game situations solution electivity. The players are very
often forced to use them in the implementation of partial tasks (the release for the ball, setting
up the fast breaks, the defense activities, etc.), which are referred to mentioned effectiveness.
The high frequency of these activities, whose impulsivness is during the game enhanced
by the

almost ever present and uncompromising challenger opposition,

increases

the likelihood of energy uptake through non-oxidative way using other sources (muscle
glycogen). As a result, the player may appear at subjectively unpleasant situations,
characterized by Dobry and Semiginovsky17 as an "internal discomfort", and there is a change
in unwanted reduction of intensity and accuracy of the activities carried out. But this
the current senior basketball conception does not concedes and vice versa requires both preprogrammed adaptation to tailor the possibility of such a load, and a certain ability, which is
based on the currently effective mobilization of conscious energy, ie ATP-CP and O2.
The players have the opportunity to it when the game is stopped, when timeout is taken
or when sitting on the bench after the rotation etc.
It is also related to the bench-heaters issue problem Velensky mentioned. Those players
who are not in the starting five are forced to sit a long time on the bench and warm-up
efficiency is rapidly reduced18.

DOBRY, Lubomir, VELENSKY, Emil. Kosikovd : teorie a didaktika.
DOBRY, Lubomir., SEMIGINOVSKY, B. Sportovni hry. Trenink a vykon.
18 PaedDr. Michael Velensky, Ph.D. - verbal communication.
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4.2

Warm-up process

Not warming up enough will allow for a larger oxygen debt they will be paid back during
the first part of a race, and over warming up will induce partial fatigue before the player even
start to compete which will hinder the early part of an explosive event or race19.
Athlete should keep in mind that he can be at maximum oxygen uptake in 45 to
90 seconds, also that his body is always playing catch up, so that during a race longer
than 2 to 3 minutes his heart and lungs will take the first 2 to 3 minutes to reach a steady state.
Also at this point if he makes a move in a longer race his body is supplying enough oxygen
for the previous 2 to 3 minutes of effort. The time depends on the level of conditioning
of the athlete and genetics, the latter, which can't be influenced.
Remember demand for oxygen is a local tissue issue, the whole body will be saturated
with warmer blood, but only those muscles that are working will benefit from the increase
oxygen carbon dioxide exchange derived from the temperature increase.

Strength and Conditioning. Denison.
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5

Basketball players position special needs and demands20
Sports performance of basketball player is subject to a complex structure of dispositions,

which is expressed as the sum of the developed skills integrated into the entire cooperative
game21. We therefore can support the idea of defining a substantial part of WU
for individually-specific WU. On the other hand, in today's concept of basketball increasing
pressure on the universality of basketball skills can be seen. A good example is to be Rasheed
Wallace, who has a great shooting for three point line but anatomically he is designed to play
closer to the basket. In my opinion it is beneficial to assign to some exercises that are not
post-specific for players. It may be criticized from the point of big diferences between
players, but considering this performance to self efficiency and not to visual impression, we
can say that all types of players can perform the same exercises with the same effort
and positive effect.
The three basketball positions normally employed by organized basketball teams are:
guard, forward, and center. More specifically, they can be classified into the five positions:
point guard, shooting guard, small forward, power forward, and center. The rules
of basketball do not mandate them, and in informal games they are sometimes not used. They
are grouped into two conceptual units: the backcourt and frontcourt.
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Figure 1 Basketball Court Diagram .

Basketball player positions. How Stuff Works.
DOBRY, Lubomir, VELENSKY, Emil. Kosikovd : teorie a didaktika
22 Basketball player positions. How Stuff Works.
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5.1

Backcourt (Guards)

5.1.1 Point guard
The point guard, also known as the "1", is the team's floor general and the best ballhandler
on the team. The point guard can also be called the basketball team's "quarterback".
Essentially the team's captain, the point guard's job is to make his teammates better and hand
out assists.
Prime examples are John Stockton, Jason Kidd, Steve Nash, Chris Paul, Chauncey Billups
and Deron Williams. The point guard is typically the smallest player on the court. At the NBA
level, most point guards are 6'1" to 6'3". Yet Earvin "Magic" Johnson from the Lakers became
the NBA's tallest point guard standing 6'9". There are two more in-depth classifications of
point guards; the scoring PG and the passing PG or the "pure" PG. Examples of a scoring PG
today would be Baron Davis, Devin Harris, and Stephen Marbury. These PGs often prefer to
score than to record a high amount of assists. On the other hand, "pure" PGs such as Jason
Kidd and Steve Nash often record multiple assists a night, usually around 9-12.

5.1.2 Shooting guard
The shooting guard, also known as the "2", is usually the team's best shooter. A quality
shooting guard should be able to consistently hit 20-foot/6-meter jump shots. Besides being
able to shoot the ball, shooting guards must also have good ball-handling skills because they
have to be able to create their own shot off the dribble. Finally, they should also be able to
make good passes. The shooting guard needs to be able to take long-shots, around the 3-point
line. This is because there will be much tighter defense inside the key; thus, the Shooting
Guard needs to learn how to get free for his shots. Typical NBA shooting guards are 6'4"
to 6'7".
For example, Kobe Bryant is arguably the NBA's current top shooting guard
along with Dwyane Wade. Brandon Roy is one of the rising shooting guards in the NBA.
Perhaps the best example from history is Michael Jordan.
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5.2

Frontcourt (Forwards)

5.2.1 Small forward
The small forward, also known as the "3", is typically somewhat shorter, quicker,
and leaner than power forwards and centers, but on occasion is just as tall. Thus, in the NBA,
small forwards range from 6'6" to 6'11". The small forward position is considered to be
perhaps the most versatile of the main five basketball positions, due to the nature of its role,
which is sometimes similar to that of a power forward, and other times more resembles
the role of a shooting guard.
Small forwards have a variety of weapons, such as quickness and strength inside. One
common thread between all kinds of small forwards is an ability to "get to the line", that is
how opposing players called for committing shooting fouls against them, as fouls are
frequently called on the defense when offensive players "take the ball hard" to the basket, that
is, aggressively attempt post-up plays, lay-ups, or slam dunks. Therefore, accurate foul
shooting is an imperative skill for small forwards, many of whom record a large portion
of their points from the foul line. Small Forwards should be able to do a little bit of everything
on the court.
Defense is often a major priority for small forwards, who are often counted on using their
athleticism and size as defensive advantages. Many small forwards are excellent defensive
players including Ron Attest, who is generally regarded as one of the best defensive players
in the league today, [citation needed] Shawn Marion of the Toronto Raptors (previously
with the Phoenix Suns and the Miami Heat) and Tayshaun Prince of the Detroit Pistons are
able to guard any position on the floor with their length and athleticism and are often called
upon to do so. Bruce Bo wen of the San Antonio Spurs, while not a star offensive player, is
a masterful and tenacious defender, both on the perimeter and closer to the hoop. Former
small forwards known for their defensive abilities include Scottie Pippen, one of the best oneon-one defenders in the NBA for most of his career. LeBron James and Carmelo Anthony are
two of the rare small forwards who are the top scorers on their team. Larry Bird and Julius
Erving (Dr.J) are perhaps the most famous players who played the position.
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5.2.2 Power forward
Also known as the "4" position and abbreviated as "PF." The power forward plays a role
similar to that of the center, down in the "post" or "low blocks." On offense, he can "post up,"
playing with his back to the basket, or set up for mid-range jump shots. On defense, he plays
under the basket in a zone defense or against the opposing power forward in man-to-man
defense.
Typical NBA power forwards are 6'9" to 6'11" tall, though some power forwards, like the
6'5" Charles Barkley, have compensated for a lack of height with exceptional bulk and
strength. The greatest power forwards of all time include Tim Duncan and Karl Malone.
Other examples include Dallas Mavericks' Dirk Nowitzki, the Utah Jazz's Carlos Boozer,
the Boston Celtics' Kevin Garnett, the Phoenix Suns' Amar'e Stoudemire, the Portland Trail
Blazers' LaMarcus Aldridge and the Toronto Raptors' Chris Bosh.

5.2.3 Center
The center, also referred to as the "5" or the "pivot", usually plays near the baseline, close
to the basket (referred to as the "bottom of the key" or the "low post"). The tallest player is
most likely to be assigned to the position of center, with typical NBA centers being about 7'0"
in height. Some are much taller, like 7'6" Yao Ming. The center usually scores "down low,
in the paint" (near the basket, in the key). Centers contribute to the team by using their
physique and skill to score close to the basket, as well as gather both rebounds and "set
the pick" in pick and roll plays. Some centers can be good perimeter shooters which can draw
a good rebounding and shot-blocking center away from the basket.
Yao Ming of the Houston Rockets and Dwight Howard of the Orlando Magic are
examples of current elite centers in the NBA. Shaquille O'Neal, Bill Russell, Hakeem
Olajuwon, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Wilt Chamberlain are considered all-time greats
at the center position.
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Warm-up theory and discussion
"Good warm-up is the foundation of physical well-being and a prerequisite for good
performance.23"
Warming up before exercise is commonplace in sport and considered essential to facilitate

optimal performance24. A well-designed warm-up will prepare the athlete physically
and mentally for the intense movement associated with competition. Properly preparing
athletes

for intense movement is essential

for a successful training

experience

or competition25;26;27
Warm-up focus
All my sources agree that the warm-up should be included in the time before a sports
performance. Also the specificity is considered as beneficial. Only the composition is
the object of persisting discussion.
WU should be based, according to Kristofic22, on knowledge of the specificities
of the different types of sports and the ability of exercises practical application. Still cannot be
said that there is such a warm-up structure, which could be marked that is the only correct.
The content, intensity and sorting the various parts shall be chosen according to the purpose
of warm-up, according to the spatial options, depending on weather conditions, for whom it is
intended, etc.
In WU focus on performance in basketball matches, it is necessary to clarify exactly what
variable will determine this performance. Results of game kinematic analysis by Dobry28
show that basketball run for a longer distance is not often. Player moves rather on less space
and depending on the situation launch out sharply for a short distance.

KRISTOFIC, Jaroslav. Gymnastika pro kondicni a zdravotni ucely.
BROWN, Peter I., HUGHES , Michael G., TONG, Richard J. The effect of warm-up on high-intensity,
intermittent running using nonmotorized treadmill ergometry.
25 S WANSON , John R. A Functional Approach to Warm-up and Flexibility.
26 FORAN, Bill, POUND, Robin. Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
27 SHEPHERD , John. Warm up exercises: your old-style warm-up exercises may need updating.
28 DOBRY, Lubomir, VELENSKY, Emil. Kosikovd : teorie a didaktika.
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Player cannot show the maximum running speed. The importance here, however, is
obtained mainly by start, acceleration and cutting movement to stop, or any specific activities
eligible for execution in the shortest possible time. All these movement activities seem to
require the explosive force for development29.

Proper and comprehensive athletic warm-up and cool-down protocols are essential
to short-term exercise performance, as well as long-term injury prevention and general
physical health. The warm-up/cool-down sequences are as important to athletic performance
as the athlete's abilities in the sport itself. While each is a part of the exercise and training
continuum, different principles are at play in these training phases.
Training program should ideally be individually tailored to meet the needs of athletes.
Many athletes, however, trained in a group or team within the development program
of mobility. The program, which focuses on the team, is beneficial because it guarantees
a minimum amount of stretching, promotes friendly relations and team spirit. Even in these
cases, however, may not forget to lead athletes to concentrate on specific areas in which they
must take the time to individually30.

29
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6.1

Physiological process description and its principles31;32;33;34;35;36;37

Warming up prior to any physical activity does a number of beneficial things,
but primarily its main purpose is to prepare the body and mind for more strenuous activity.
A warm-up will improve the effectiveness of training, should be done before every training
session and is fundamental to a safe practice.
Most WU effects were ascribed to temperature-related mechanisms, but as it was found
just a passive body heating does not have the same benefits as the active warm-up. Above all,
active WU has substantial benefits. It helps prepare the body and the mind for more strenuous
activity, may help reduce the risk of injury and may increase overall exercise performance.
A proper warm up has three purposes, one is to start the metabolic process, two is to
reduce injuries by increasing muscle elasticity and thirdly to protect the heart. WU should be
gradual because the intensity does not change from the rest by jumping, but smoothly.

31BRITTENHAM,

Greg. Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
SWANSON , John R. A Functional Approach to Warm-up and Flexibility.
33 CE, E., et al. Effect of stretching on maximal anaerobic power : The roles of active and passive warm-ups.
54 Warming up. Wikipedia Foundation.
35 WAEHNER, Paige. Anatomy of a Workout: The Warm up.
36 BARR, Adarian. Athletic Warm Up.
37 QUINN, Elizabeth. The Warm Up - How To Warm Up Before Exercise : A proper warm up has important
benefits.
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6.2

Warm-up direct physiological effects

6.2.1 Whole body
•

Increasing thermoregulatory strain.

•

Increasing the athletes' core temperature.

•

Producing a higher oxygen uptake.

•

Dilate the capillaries.

•

Facilitates enzyme activity.
Hormonal changing (The body increases its production of various hormones

such as adrenaline, responsible for regulating energy production. During warm-up this
balance of hormones makes more carbohydrates and fatty acids available for energy
production).

6.2.2 Nerves
•

Increasing nerve-conduction velocity.

•

Increasing the speed of transmission of nerve impulses.

•

Increase in speed of nerve impulse conduction.

Improving functioning of nerve transmission. (A slightly elevated muscle temperature
enhances the function of the nervous receptors and the speed of the message transmission.
This contributes to an increase in the speed of muscle contraction and ultimately an increase
in power production).
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6.2.3 Muscles
•

Decreasing muscle stiffness.

•

Improving the speed and force of muscle contractions.

•

Increasing muscle pH.

•

Increase of muscle metabolism.

Increasing muscle temperature (It warms the muscles and increases body temperature,
which improves the oxygen supply to the body. The temperature increases within muscles that
are used during a warm-up routine. A warmed muscle both contracts more forcefully
and relaxes more quickly. In this way both speed and strength can be enhanced).
Decreasing viscosity within the muscle (A warmed muscle, saturated with blood, is
much more elastic and will facilitate a more powerful contraction with less friction).
Create extensibility and elasticity of muscle fibres, the ligaments, tendons and other
connective tissues.

6.2.4 Joints
•

Improving range of motion (The range of motion around a joint is increased).

•

Increasing production of synovial fluid located between the joints to reduce friction.

•

Allowing joints to move more efficiently.

6.2.5 Blood
•

Lowering lactate accumulations.

•

Increasing the heart rate.

•

Enabling oxygen in the blood to travel with greater speed and a higher volume,
allowing them to contract and relax more quickly.

•

Decreasing viscosity of blood.

•

Encouraging the dissociation of oxygen from hemoglobin.

Increasing blood temperature (The temperature of blood increases as it travels
through the muscles, and as blood temperature rises, the amount of oxygen it can hold
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becomes reduced. This means a slightly greater volume of oxygen is made available
to the working muscles, enhancing endurance and performance).
Increasing blood flow to the working muscles. (This enhances ATP-CP replenishment
because a greater volume of blood in the muscles makes needed energy readily available
during physical work. It also decreases blood flow to nonessential areas of the body, in other
words, to the muscles that play a limited role in the upcoming activity).
Blood vessels dilate - this reduces the resistance to blood flow and lower stress
on the heart.
Improve efficient cooling - by activating the heat-dissipation mechanisms in the body
(efficient sweating) an athlete can cool efficiently and help prevent overheating early
in the event or race.

6.2.6 Energy
•

Supply of energy through breakdown of glycogen.

•

Increasing anaerobic energy yield.

6.2.7 Heart protection
Studies have shown that warming up before intense exercise will reduce surges in arterial
blood pressure, and avoid shocking the heart into action. Gradually allowing the heart
to adjust to high intensity workouts, gives the lungs and blood time to bring extra oxygen
to the heart that will be beneficial for the short and long term health of the athlete.

6.2.8 Oxygen demand versus supply
As the muscle contracts, it creates carbon dioxide (CO2) and demands more oxygen (O2).
Oxygen breaks away from hemoglobin easier as the local muscle tissue temperature increases,
also carbon dioxide leaves the local muscle tissue easier, and that is the most important reason
to warm up, to facilitate oxygen/ carbon dioxide diffusion.
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6.3

Flexibility

The ability to move joints throughout their full range of motion free of discomfort and
pain is an important part of fitness and athleticism. Muscle suppleness and good joint mobility
are often associated with efficient and coordinated movement.
It's easy to see then why good flexibility is essential for effective basketball performance.
Whether crouching in a defensive stance or throwing a length-of-the-court pass, a player must
have sufficient joint flexibility.
For the athlete, insuring an optimal ,,range of motion" (O-ROM) is important because it
allows for efficiency of movement to perform certain skills more effectively, decreases
the susceptibility to injury, and facilitates coordinated movements, which in turn, aid other
athletic attributes such as speed, power, and agility38.
In assessing the O-ROM, the medical aspect should prevail over a esthetic. That is why we
consider it to be more objective, in relation to this issue, to talk about individually optimal posture,
while respecting the biomechanical laws and anatomical peculiarities39.
When we start to consider the individually specific flexibility of basketball player, we should
realize that on a professional level there should no longer be a need to increase mobility, but only
to maintain or optimize it.
We speak about maintaining optimum flexibility, ideal for the required exercise. This level
logically differs in different tissue groups as well as will be individual in terms of the players
themselves.

38BRITTENHAM,
39
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6.4

Stretching40;4l;42:43;44;4S

Stretching is a form of physical exercise in which a specific skeletal muscle (or muscle
group) is deliberately elongated to its fullest length in order to improve the muscle's felt
elasticity and reaffirm comfortable muscle tone. The result is a feeling of increased muscle
control, flexibility and range of motion. Stretching is also used therapeutically to alleviate
cramps. Many athletes stretch deliberately before or after exercise in order to increase
performance and reduce injury. Whether this is helpful, has no effect, or even has detrimental
effects is in dispute. While common, it may not be beneficial for all athletic activities.
Stretching techniques and programs have evolved in the last years from something very general
to something very specialized - almost a science. And perhaps just because of this tendency is
impossible to present an ideal stretching program for all players. Develop a routine that works best
for everyone. Because every athlete has special, individual needs.

6.4.1 Possible benefits
In the literature47, there are many positives described, the most mentioned are:
•

may improve ROM

•

reduce risk of injury during activity

•

prevent post-exercise muscle soreness

•

slow delayed-onset muscle soreness (DOMS)

To gain these benefits, Yessis

describes different forms of stretching along with their

individual benefits. He suggests that one stretching exercise may not be enough to prevent all
types of injury. Therefore, multiple stretching exercises should be used to gain the full effects
of stretching.

Stretching. Wikipedia Foundation.
Greg. Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
42 National Basketball Conditioning Coaches Association. NBA Power Conditioning.
43 GANDOLFI, Giorgio, COUZENS, Gerald Secor. Hoops!
44 SMITH, Rebecca. Warm-up exercises cuts injuries by a third.
45 SHEPHERD , John. Warm up exercises: your old-style warm-up exercises may need updating.
46 Stretching. Wikipedia Foundation.
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Research by Sharman et al.47 sought to find what techniques elongate muscles
through "proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation" (PNF) stretching. They used around
seventy sources to compile their data. In this review, PNF stretching yielded the greatest
change in range of motion (ROM), especially short-term benefits. Ballistic stretching was also
beneficial in comparison; however, PNF techniques emphasize active flexibility and therefore
get better results.

6.4.2 Research and controversy
It has been suggested in some studies47 that overstretching or stretching to a point where
pain is felt is inappropriate and detrimental. Effects on performance, both short and long-term,
may include predisposition to injury and possible nerve damage. Other findings in research
conclude that active stretching routines will reduce muscle-tendon viscosity and increase
muscle compliancy and elasticity.
In compilation of lower extremity stretching research, the effects of stretching before and
after exercise were reviewed for evidence of muscle soreness. All data used came
from studies that used static stretching programs and included average healthy participants
between ages eighteen and forty.
The study findings suggest that stretching has no beneficial effects on injury reduction.
This idea, in conjunction with stretch tolerance and stretch variability, does not encourage
stretching to prevent injuries. The conclusion claims more research is needed to finalize
evidence on the benefits of stretching.
A study set out to find the correlation between pre-exercise static stretching and its effects
on muscle strength endurance were designed to find the initial links between pre-exercise
stretching and muscle endurance. Results of the study found both stretching experiments
to reduce effectiveness of muscle strength endurance by up to thirty percent. They suggest

47
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that pre-exercise stretching induces a fatigue-like state in muscles which would clearly inhibit
performance if the muscle is not at full potential.
Smaller amounts of research included state that stretching may cause ischemia in muscles,
which reduces oxygen levels and the ability to remove metabolic waste. Higher levels
of metabolic waste create a catalyst that contracts muscles. This may cause muscle injury
in individual performance. Other theories included claim active static stretching increases
inflow of Ca2+ from extra cellular spaces into the muscles being stretched. The increase
of Ca2+ reduced the muscle twitch tension by up to sixty percent. Reasoning behind this
claims that increased levels of Ca2+ in resting muscles predisposes individuals to fatigue
quicker than individuals who did not stretch.

6.4.3 Uncertainty
For many, the idea of stretching means that injuries become less common and athletic
performance is enhanced. Multifactorial claims in literature essentially discredit generally
accepted ideas of stretching.
Overwhelming one research concludes that pre-exercise stretching, especially for those
who do not use short bursts of muscular activity, may result in a reduction in performance
of up to five percent. At best, literature shows that weeks of regular stretching exercises,
in conjunction with warm ups, may help athletes reduce injury by up to five percent. This
small percent may help athletes who use short bursts of energy such as sprinters improve their
fifty-yard running speed by fractions of a second. Other sports that use continuous
movements, such as cycling, should not expect the same benefits. Regardless of research,
athletes, especially runners, continue to stretch, attempting to reduce injuries and increase
their performance. More detailed studies and research are needed to find all possible
neurological effects of stretching48.
Research by Weerapong et al. was designed to find the effects of stretching on the body.
In their research, they used ninety-nine peer-reviewed and scholarly sources to compile their
data. Their sources came from three online databases which included PubMed, SPORT
Discuss, and ProQuest 5000 International. The criteria for research looked for average healthy
Stretching. Wikipedia Foundation.
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participants where no bias was placed on age, gender or physical abilities. All claims
considered in the research were picked if they researched the long and short-term effects of
stretching, while suggesting what effects stretching had on events such as injury occurrence,
sport performance, and muscle soreness.

Results of the study found that it is very common in literature to suggest stretching as a
possible mechanism to prevent onset of injury and muscle soreness. This idea, however, while
very common, does not specifically explain how stretching affects muscle properties on
individual performance. Their findings suggest that common stretching methods, like static
and ballistic stretches, decrease muscle performance and have inconclusive evidence to
support the notion of injury reduction. Their research questions whether flexibility will reduce
incidence of injury. A large number of their sources claim flexibility does not reduce
incidence of injury; therefore, increasing range of motion is not needed. Their conclusion
states that more research is needed to find the best stretching techniques that improve
performance and reduce risk of injury.
A study done by Witvrouw et al. was done to find what relationship stretching has
with injury prevention. Over forty sources of relevant literature were used in their review.
Initially the documentation of stretching claimed to promote better physical performance
and reduce risk of injury. The number of suggested ideas in recent literature makes
the relationship between stretching and its effects ambiguous.
Results of the research were two different findings, each of which has a different
consideration based on individual activity:
They claim the reason behind conflicting data is due to the different levels of observed
sports activity.
In activities where stretch-shortening cycles (SSC) are more prevalent, such as sprinting
and jumping, the muscle-tendon units need to store and use more elastic energy
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6.4.4 Physiology
Studies have shed light on a large protein within skeletal muscles named titin. A study
performed by Magid and Law demonstrated that the origin of passive muscle tension (which
occurs during stretching) is actually within the myofibrils, not extracellular as had previously
been supposed49.

In addition to improving range of motion, stretching is extremely relaxing and most
athletes use stretching exercises to maintain a balance in body mechanics. But one
of the biggest benefits of stretching may be something the research can't quantify: it just feels
good.

Stretching. Wikipedia Foundation.
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When muscles initially contract, energy is released. However, the body is not very
efficient at using that heat. Part of the energy released from heat goes toward energy
production, some goes to warming up the tissue, and the rest is lost through the skin.
As the tissue warms up, your heart rate increases to circulate the blood faster in an attempt
to remove the heat, which spreads the heat to other parts of the body. With the heat
from energy being released at working muscle, plus the extra heat gained from the warmer
circulating blood the muscle tissue becomes wanner.
The result is the muscle will have increased elastic properties versus a cold muscle or even
a muscle at normal body temperature. Elastic properties allow the muscle to return back
to normal resting length after being stretched. The greater the elasticity of the muscle,
the less potential to strain or tear the muscle, this also allows muscle to contract stronger

6.5

Injury prevention

When muscles initially contract, energy is released. However, the body is not very
efficient at using that heat. Part of the energy released from heat goes toward energy
production, some goes to warming up the tissue, and the rest is lost through the skin.
As the tissue warms up, your heart rate increases to circulate the blood faster in an attempt
to remove the heat, which spreads the heat to other parts of the body. With the heat
from energy being released at working muscle, plus the extra heat gained from the warmer
circulating blood the muscle tissue becomes warmer.
The result is the muscle will have increased elastic properties versus a cold muscle or even
a muscle at normal body temperature. Elastic properties allow the muscle to return back
to normal resting length after being stretched. The greater the elasticity of the muscle,
the less potential to strain or tear the muscle, this also allows muscle to contract stronger
and faster. The increase in blood temperature may only be 1 to 2 degrees above normal body
temperature. The term warmer muscle is used as oppose to warmed up muscle because
the muscle is at about 98 degrees before warming up and the body will not allow itself to get
too much warmer, roughly the body likes 99 to 100 degrees for optimum athletic
performance.
In basketball, tremendous pressure is exerted on the foot and ankle. Without proper
equipment and preparation, podiatric physicians50 say, injuries will invariably occur. Two
distinct types of injury to the lower extremity can occur in basketball: acute injury
from a sudden and forceful blow, or chronic injury, which develops slowly and becomes
aggravated over an extended period of time.
Most acute foot and ankle injuries, which occur from landing improperly from a jump
or twisting while falling, are accidental and difficult to prevent. The most common acute
injuries include ankle sprains, torn ligaments, muscle pulls, tendon ruptures, and fractures.
Chronic, or overuse, injuries can be caused by inadequate warmup, poor conditioning,
improper and ill-fitting shoes, worn out shoes, or a biomechanical deformity that causes
undue stress on the foot and ankle. Common chronic injuries sustained in basketball include

50

Basketball And Your Feet. American Academy of Podiatric Sport Medicine.
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stress fractures, plantar fasciitis, shin splints, achilles heel, tendinitis, patellar tendinitis,
sesamoiditis, and blisters.
Similar injuries, especially ankle inversions and stress fractures, are also seen in another
indoor court sport, volleyball. Volleyball is more purely vertical than basketball; there is
less running and cutting, but more quick-step reactions from a stationary position.
Different playing surfaces can also have an effect on injuries. Indoor wood courts offer
the most shock absorption and are considered the safest courts, while outdoor courts
of asphalt are more dangerous. Concrete courts are the hardest and most dangerous courts
in relation to lower extremity injuries.

6.5.1 Preventing Injuries 5
Some acute injuries occur following mid-air collisions, erratic lunges for a rebound,
or scrambles after a loose ball, and can't be helped. But chronic injuries can be averted
with proper conditioning, equipment, and good sense on the court.
Podiatric

physicians

recommend

stretching

exercises

and

gradual

warm-up

before beginning vigorous play. A separate weight-lifting regimen of both upper and lower
body muscles helps minimize the impact of chronic injuries before they happen.
Another means of preventing injuries while playing basketball is a proper shoe. Shoes
should be basketball-specific, with lots of ankle support and shock absorption.
Some high-topped shoes offer more ankle support than others and are preferred by many
doctors of podiatric medicine. Shoes should fit well and be replaced before the soles become
smooth, or before the uppers begin to tear or come apart. A typical basketball shoe should be
replaced every two to three months for five days a week worth of play. Acrylic socks should
be worn to avoid blistering.
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6.5.2 Study comparsion
If injury prevention is the primary objective the evidence suggests that athletes should
limit the stretching before exercise and increase the warm up time52. Carrying out a series
of warm-up exercises can cut the number of injuries athletes suffer by a third, researchers
have found within a study in Norway. A structured 20-minute program focused on improving
strength, balance and stability reduced injuries in women footballers. Severe injuries were
even cut by almost half, the results showed.
Few controlled studies exist to support the assertion that stretching decreases injury53.
Another study54 was taken to examine the effect of a comprehensive warm-up programme
designed to reduce the risk of injuries in female youth football. They noticed significantly
lower risk of injuries overall (0.68, 0.48 to 0.98), overuse injuries (0.47, 0.26 to 0.85),
and severe injuries (0.55, 0.36 to 0.83). This indicates that a structured warm-up programme
can prevent injuries in young female football players.
The Sports Medicine research study from 2001 found 16 randomised, controlled trials
(RCT) have been published on prevention of sports injuries. According to these RCT,
the general injury rate can be reduced by a multifactorial injury prevention programme
in soccer (relative risk 0.25, p < 0.001, in the intervention group), or by ankle disk training,
combined with a thorough warm-up, in European team handball [odds ratio 0.17; 95%
confidence interval (CI) 0.09 to 0.32, p < 0.01]. Ankle sprains can be prevented by ankle
supports (i.e. semirigid orthoses or air-cast braces) in high-risk sporting activities,
such as soccer and basketball (Peto odds ratio 0.49; 95% CI 0.37 to 0.66), and stress fractures
of the lower limb by the use of shock-absorbing insoles in footwear (Peto odds ratio 0.47;
95% CI 0.30 to 0.76)55.
In future studies, it is extremely important for researches to seek consultation
with epidemiologists and statisticians to be certain that the study hypothesis is appropriate
and that the methodology can lead to reliable and valid information. Further well-designed
randomised studies are needed on preventive actions and devices that are in common use,
SMITH, Rebecca. Warm-up exercises cuts injuries by a third
WOOLSTENHULME, Mandy T., et al. Ballistic stretching increases flexibility and acute vertical jump height
when combined with basketball activity.
54 SOLIGARD, Torbjorn, et al. Comprehensive warm-up programme to prevent injuries in young female
footballers : cluster randomised controlled trial.
55 PARKKARI, J, KUJALA, UM, KANNUS, P. Is it possible to prevent sports injuries? : Review of controlled
clinical trials and recommendations for future work
52
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such as preseason medical screenings, warming up, proprioceptive training, stretching, muscle
strengthening, taping, protective equipment, rehabilitation programmes and education
interventions (such as increasing general injury awareness among a team). The effect
of a planned rule change on the injury risk in a particular sport could be tested via a RCT
before execution of the change. The most urgent needs are in commonly practised or high-risk
sports, such as soccer, American football, rugby, ice hockey, European team handball, karate,
floorball, basketball, downhill skiing and motor sports.
The another sport science study56 from done in Tottenham also shows that a 20 minute
comprehensive warm-up with training elements can significantly reduce injury risk during
sport and should be used by participants at all levels."
Canadian Academy of Sports Medicine at 2007 examined the effectiveness of a sportspecific balance training program in reducing injury in adolescent basketball and foud
basketball-specific balance training program effective in reducing acute-onset injuries in high
school basketball. There was also a clinically relevant trend found with respect to the
reduction of all, lower-extremity, and ankle sprain injury .
By studying the injury issues incidence in sport can be concluded that the warm-up
reduces the likelihood within the particular meaning of "small" injuries. A major injury, such
CQ

as sprain, usually occurs when it is cannot be avoided
In conclusion I can accept preventive meaning of stretching in general. But only
under strict conditions of maximal conception specificity to both athlete and performance.

ABBET, TJ, et al. Influence of closed skill and open skill warm-ups on the performance of speed, change of
direction speed, vertical jump, and reactive agility in team sport athletes.
57 EMERY, Carolin, et al. A Prevention Strategy to Reduce the Incidence of Injury in High School Basketball: A
Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial.
58 Basketball And Your Feet. American Academy of Podiatric Sport Medicine.
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6.5.3 Review of stretching and warm ups59
Stretching has been widely promoted for:
Short term increase of range of motion about joints (ROM)
Short term increase in muscle performance
Short term injury prevention
Short term relief of cramp and delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS)
Long term increase of ROM
Long term increase in muscle performance
Long term injury prevention
Injury to the muscle-tendon unit (MTU) is in the form of mechanical failure.
When a muscle is stretched it creates a passive resistance, just like a spring. Up to a point
called the elastic limit the MTU will return to its original length when the load is released.
Beyond the elastic limit the muscle will begin to plastically deform and will no longer return
to its original length. After further stretching the MTU will rupture. Injuries usually occur
at the junction of muscle and tendon.
The MTU is more complicated than a spring model, however, because it is viscoelastic
whereas a spring is simply elastic. Viscoelasticity means the MTU has a higher resistance
to faster stretches. The elastic limit is determined by the amount of strain energy that
the MTU can absorb in the stretch. Higher resistances cause higher strain energies (energy =
force x distance) and so a fast moving stretch will fail at a shorter length than a slow stretch.
See figure 2.
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Rupture
Length
Figure 2 MTU failures. Slow versus fast stretching

60

Figure 2 shows failures based on the passive resistance of muscles. Active resistance
produced by the contractile elements of muscle increases the amount of strain energy that can
be absorbed by the muscle without effecting the elastic limit , see fig. 3 As such, the active
components can work as an independent breaking mechanism protecting the muscle
from stretching to the failure point.

Active

Passive
Length
Figure 2 MTU failures. Active versus pasive stretching
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Stretch definition
The passive elements of muscle/tendon units in situ will be under tension throughout
the angle range of their attached joints. From this respect muscles are always stretched
with respect to their unloaded length. However, what most people regard as stretching
of muscles involves increasing their length to the upper range, with respect to the range
of motion of the attached joint(s).
If muscle acted like a simple spring, there would be no way for stretching to reduce
the stress (force/area) for a given strain (length/original length) whilst remaining in the elastic
zone (i.e. before failure). However, muscle is more complicated and demonstrates
viscoelastic properties (8,11,35). This means the muscles have a flow property that resists
changes in length. The faster the change the more resistant it is. Therefore change of length
will initially produce a higher passive resistance which will then reduce to a base level related
to the strain.

47

Possible other areas of injury prevention
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Strength gain: as strain is inversely proportional to cross-sectional area, any training
regime that causes muscle hypertrophy should theoretically reduce injury rates. Also, strength
is by definition an increase in active resistance so again should reduce injury rates. However,
literature searches have failed to find supporting data for (or against) this. This lack
of evidence was also noted in (21). However (21) does find evidence linking left/right
and agonist/antagonist strength imbalances to higher injury rates but the same review could
not establish support for corrective training regimes resulting in injury improvements.

Warm-up: although there is conflicting evidence over the effects of warm ups there is
support for an increase in the length of failure (ROM). This should allow more time for active
resistance to absorb the strain energy. Warming up of a muscle is done by activating it so
warm-ups must be sport specific.
Activity specific endurance training: reduction in fatigue will benefit active resistance
and biomechanical safety. This document currently does not investigate this area of injury
prevention.
Action technique: technique (e.g. shot technique) may have an impact on biomechanical
safety. This must be a consideration for action design but is not covered by this document. It
would be interesting to see if there is a trade-off between safety and performance.

For coaches and players we advise that, instead of stretching, acute preparation should
consist of a sport specific warm that activates all the muscles that will be used
in the performance. Also, we would advise against long term stretching regimes until their
efficacy, safety and perhaps even sport specific requirements are established.
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6.6

Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness

Delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS), also sometimes called muscle fever, is the pain
or discomfort often felt 24 to 72 hours after exercising and subsides generally within 2 to 3
days. It is commonly thought to be caused by lactic acid buildup; however, lactic acid
disperses fairly rapidly; it could not explain pain experienced days after exercise,
and some concentric-only exercises produce lactic acid, but rarely result in DOMS.
Although the precise cause is still unknown, the type of muscle contraction seems to be
a key factor in the development of DOMS. A theory recently developed states that DOMS is
caused

by

the

breakdown

of

muscular

fibres.

This

is

particularly

apparent

in Strength/Resistance programs. The breakdown occurs due to stress during exercises that
involve many eccentric contractions, such as downhill running, will result in the most severe
DOMS. This has been shown to be the result of more muscle cell damage than is seen
with typical

concentric

contractions,

in

which

a

muscle

successfully

shortens

during contraction against a load.
Some research claims that DOMS is not caused by the pain from damaged muscle cells,
but from the reinforcement process. The muscle responds to training by reinforcing itself up
to and above its previous strength by increasing the size of muscle fibers (muscle
hypertrophy). This reinforcement process causes the cells to swell in their compartment
and put pressure on nerves and arteries, producing pain63
As already mentioned in previous chapters of the work, warm-up is one of the factors
influencing the muscle pain at the time of recover from exercise.

63

Delayed onset muscle soreness. Wikipedia Foundation.
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There was a study about DOMS finding that warm-up can reduce delayed-onset muscle
soreness. However, the reduction in muscle soreness is only small (13mm on a 100mm scale).
Some athletes may consider this effect too small to justify warm-up but, because warm-up
exercises are convenient and easily performed, others are likely to consider effects of this
magnitude make warm-up worthwhile64.
Another

research made by Quinn65 in 2009 suggests that stretching doesn't prevent

muscle soreness after exercise. Researchers Robert Herbert, Ph.D., and Marcos de Noronha,
Ph.D. of the University of Sydney conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of 10
previously published studies of stretching either before or after athletic activity. They
concluded that stretching before exercise doesn't prevent post-exercise muscle soreness. They
also found little support for the theory that stretching immediately before exercise can prevent
either overuse or acute sports injuries.

LAW, Roberta YW, HERBERT, Robert D. Warm-up reduces delayed-onset muscle soreness but cool-down
does not: a randomised controlled trial.
65 QUINN, Elizabeth. The Warm Up - How To Warm Up Before Exercise : A proper warm up has important
benefits

64
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7

Methodology

Overview
This research was conducted in order to determine and describe the whole process
of warm-up approach of the present time. And according to accesibile sources analyze
the whole process and attempt to The advantages and disadvantages as well as the reliability
of this instrument were also part of the objectives.
In order to answer this research goal, the researcher had to accept and use studies
and research outcomes he did not really agree with. Specifically those which did not seem any
changes on maximal vertical jump preceeded by long passive stretching period performed
during WU.
Along with primary data from books and medical studies, the researcher also made use
of secondary resources in the form of published articles and literatures and the internet
to support the survey results.
This theoretical research, after Gratton66 generally uses the findings from existing works
to develop new ideas through analyzing existing theory and explanations. These new ideas are
not tested through collecting evidence in the form of primary data but are confronted
with personal experience of their own application-tuned adaptation.
As primary data I obtained the information from interviewed consultants and above all
my personal experience and knowledge tested on myself throughout the years of training
and also from my experiences as a fitness coach and intended observations I did, visiting
the pre-game warm-ups in the Czech league.
Secondary data I got in wide range of forms, primarily from books with basketball
coaching thematic and also great amount of studies and researches was taken from databases
such as Pubmed or SportDiscuss accessed from our University.
I appreciated those researches based on many previous studies. That is why I could get
a conclusion of 50 studies in one outcome.

66

GRATTON, Chris, JONES , Ian. Research Methods for Sports Studies.
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A big amount of material I found on internet, which is a useful resource for the sports
researcher. Haag67 suggests not to avoid it, because there is a wealth of information available,
and you may find vast quantities of relevant information.
From my point of view is the actuality of the internet the most important matter. There
you can search for latest opinions of world top-performance athletes right from your
computer.
The problem with the internet is obvious. Sites are not - with few exceptions - subject
to any form of reviewing process. Thus there is no guarantee of quality, so it is
up to the particular reader to assess each site. But I do not avoid these articles, because
opinions from the casual users are also important for my research.
According to Hart

so

I tried to include as much up-to-date material as possible

for my findings. And you cannot do this without using internet.
Method
Descriptive research using both primary and secondary data analysis
Solved questions
What is the current awareness of WU content and timing?
What was the development of WU in recent years?
What is the current view on the most debated WU issues?
•

affect performance

•

injury prevention

•

DOMS influence

Tasks
•

Solve the researched questions

•

propose concepts for future use

•

Identify problems in area

•

Design WU theory for coaches and players

67 HAAG, Herbert, BORMS, Jan. Research Methodology for Sport and Exercise Science : A Comprehensive
Introduction for Study and Research.
68 HART, Chris. Doing a literature review : releasing the social science research imagination.
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8

Warm-up composition69

As well as devide the whole training unit at the introductory, main and final part,
so warm-up also has its specific and logical partitioning.
Dividing WU precisely is very helpful for clarifying the sequence of its individual parts.
Their content must be chosen so as to follow each other smoothly. The main objective is
to fluent increasing of the load so that the last part can be gradual and brought players
in the state of optimal activation.
All parts are equally important and any one part should not be neglected or thought
of as not necessary. All elements work together to bring the body and mind to a physical
peak, ensuring the athlete is prepared for the activity to come70.

The following WU partition into separate units is the result of confrontation of all
the resources that are related to this topic. It should mentioned that the composition
of individual functional units is purely my interpretation of addressing the issue.
The 'new' theory71 about warm-ups is that we should replace the old generalist approach
with a much more dynamic, focused routine, specifically tailored to our chosen sport.
The various drills we employ need to warm up our muscles specifically for the movements
that will be required of them in the activity to follow. In this way specific neuromuscular
patterning will be switched on and specific, functional range of movement developed.
It seems obvious, yet for some this is an almost revelatory concept. Former national track
and field coach Tom McNab spoke at a recent PP meeting of the challenge that will need
to be faced by coaches up and down the country, many of whom will have to turn their old
ideas on their heads. Athletes, too, will need convincing to throw out the old concepts
about warm-ups and usher in the new.

69Respects

the findings of the whole thesis research.
and Conditioning. Denison.
71 SHEPHERD , John. Warm up exercises: your old-style warm-up exercises may need updating
70 Strength
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But, in fact, the dynamic, focused warm-up is not as new a concept as it appears. Athletes
from the former Soviet Bloc were using these types of warm-ups as far back as the 1970s decades before they came to mainstream attention in the West.

Strength and conditioning coaches and trainers are engaged in a constant search
for the best ways to improve sport performance. All things being equal, a bigger, faster,
stronger, more conditioned athlete will rule supreme on the playing court or field. While there
is constant debate over techniques for boosting sport specific speed, power and strength,
I believe we tend to overlook the importance of a comprehensive warm-up, and the role it
plays in optimising performance in each and every workout, practice and game, writes Alan
Stein72.
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Warm Up Activity : The dynamic alternative to static stretching. Peak performance.
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8.1

General warm-up

WU base is made up of exercises carried out mainly on the ground, under the full control,
which lead primarily to an increase in the concentration, test the current state of readiness,
and preparation for the following warming the body.

8.1.1 Static part
A passive warm-up includes massage, hot hydrotherapy, heating pads, or elevating
7"^

the body temperature by some other external means . The purpose is to make the muscle
hotter without the risk of fatigue.
It is important that static stretches be performed before any dynamic stretches in your
warm-up. Dynamic stretching can often result in overstretching, which dam ages
the muscles74 But with consideration with findings in this thesis we have to clear the fact that
dynamic stretching is beneficial when performed properly.

Static stretching is a very safe and effective form of basic stretching. There is a limited
threat of injury and it is extremely beneficial for overall flexibility. During this part
of the warm up, static stretching should include all the major muscle groups, and this entire
part should last for about five to ten minutes.
It is performed by placing the body into a position whereby the muscle, or group
of muscles to be stretched is under tension. Both the opposing muscle group (the muscles
behind or in front of the stretched muscle), and the muscles to be stretched are relaxed. Then
slowly and cautiously the body is moved to increase the tension of the muscle, or group
of muscles to be stretched. At this point the position is held or maintained to allow
the muscles and tendons to lengthen.
This second part of an effective warm up is extremely important, as it helps to lengthen
both the muscles and tendons which in turn allows your limbs a greater range of movement.
This is very important in the prevention of muscle and tendon injuries.

73 FORAN,
74

Bill, POUND, Robia Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
Warming up. Www.runtheplanet.com & Hillclimb Media.
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The above two elements form the basis, or foundation for a complete and effective warm
up. It is extremely important that these two elements be completed properly before moving
onto the next two elements. The proper completion of elements one and two, will now allow
for the more specific and vigorous activities necessary for elements three and four75.

Over-stretching your connective tissue can impair running efficiency and dynamic sports
performance. If a runner becomes too flexible, perhaps in the hip and upper thigh region,
energy can be wasted through inefficient leg drive and knee pick-up. And these negative
effects become more pronounced the faster you run.
Other research has indicated that the shine is knocked off dynamic activity by too much
preparatory passive stretching in the warm-up. Runners' legs need to be 'hard', energyefficient, force-returning appliances, not spongy, over-absorbent ones. Too much stretching
and too great a range of movement can be a bad thing. Recent research indicates
that plyometric training for distance runners will develop this energy-efficiency, but so, too,
will a more specific warm-up. Hyper-mobile joints can also make you more injury prone,
particularly in impact sports76.

75
76

WALKER, Brad. Warm up activities & stretching exercises.
SHEPHERD , John. Warm up exercises: your old-style warm-up exercises may need updating.
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The general warm-up should begin with joint-rotations, starting either from your toes
and working your way up, or from your fingers and working your way down. This facilitates
joint motion by lubricating the entire joint with synovial fluid. Such lubrication permits your
joints to function more easily when called upon to participate in your athletic activity. You
should perform slow circular movements, both clockwise and counter-clockwise, until
the joint seems to move smoothly. You should rotate the following (in the order given,
or in the reverse order)77:
• fingers and knuckles
•

wrists

•

elbows

•

shoulders

•

neck

•

trunk/waist

•

hips

•

legs

•

knees

•

ankles

•

toes

8.1.2 Motional part
It is beneficial in this part to work the abdominal muscles first. This helps warming up the
core of the body along with the muscles of the lower back. When you increase circulation
and body temperature in these two areas first, your body responds better and faster
*7S

to warming up other parts .
After you have performed the joint rotations, you should engage in at least five minutes
of aerobic activity. Low intensity aerobic activity such as jogging, but better a dynamic walk
a few laps around the court. The key is low intensity and there should not be any big impacts
for lower extremities.
77
78

Warming up. Www.runtheplanet.com & Hillclimb Media.
FORAN, Bill, POUND, Robin. Complete Conditioning for Basketball.
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That will cause an increase in your cardiovascular output (i.e., get your blood pumping).
The purpose of this is to raise your core body temperature and get your blood flowing.
Increased blood flow in the muscles improves muscle performance and flexibility and reduces
the likelihood of injury .
Aim to perform each of the exercises below over 10-15m, with a walk back or jogging
recovery. It should be enough to perform 3-4 reps of each.

Examples of exercises:
Lunge walk - for loosening up the hips, improving leg drive and strengthening the butt
and hamstrings. Assume a lunge position and step forwards into another lunge. Keep your
chest up, look straight ahead and co-ordinate your arms with your legs.
High knee lift - for hip flexor and ankle strength. Extend up onto the toes and lift each
thigh to a position parallel with the ground as you move forwards.
Elbow-to-inside-of-ankle lunge - for hip flexibility, hamstring strength and stretching
out the lower back. Similar to the lunge walk, but extend your trunk forwards over your front
leg. If your right leg was in front of you, you would take the right elbow down toward
the inside of the right ankle. Watch your balance!
Calf walk - for lower limb strength and achilles flexibility. Extending the ankle on each
step will warm up the calf muscles and achilles tendons.
Sideways and backwards skipping/running

for lower limb strength,

agility

and flexibility80.
Controlled Leg Swings/Pendulum Swings - Standing sideways by a wall place one hand
on the wall allowing one leg to swing forward and backward. Start with small swings
and working to larger swings allowing the foot to rise higher each time. Complete 10-12
swings than switch legs. Always swing the leg closest to the wall. Then, facing the wall allow
one leg to swing across the front of the body than out to the side of the body the same as front
to back. Repeat with the opposite leg81.
Other useful warm-up exercises include:
79
80
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Simulated running arm action, standing or seated. The seated version is also great
for specific core stability, as you have to work hard to maintain stability on the ground.
Perform for 15-60 seconds, altering your speed of movement.
Leg drives. Lean forwards against a wall, with your hands out at shoulder level and your
feet shoulder-width apart and approximately a meter from the wall. Look straight ahead
and keep your body straight. Lift your right leg, with the knee bent, until the upper thigh is
parallel to the ground. From your hip, drive the leg back, so that your forefoot contacts
the ground, then pull the leg back up to the starting position to complete one rep. Perform
in sets of 10 on each leg, gradually increasing the speed of the drive.
Leg cycling. Assume the same starting position as for the exercise above, but this time,
on driving the leg back, sweep it back up and behind you before pulling it back from the hip
to the starting position. Try to keep the foot dorsi-flexed - ie stretched towards the leg.
Perform this exercise slowly at first, gradually building up speed as you become more
8*7

confident .
Pperforming the drills described above over very short distances without shoes can be
very beneficial. Running shoes prevent the calf and achilles tendons, in particular, from
optimally flexing. They also reduce the potential to specifically strengthen these areas.
Increasing foot and lower leg strength can make the WU more beneficial.
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8.1.3 Static stretching
Once the first parts of the warm-up have been completed, the muscles are warmer
and more elastic. Immediately following your general warm-up, you should engage in some,
static stretching. You should start with your back, followed by your upper body and lower
o -5

body, stretching your muscles in the following order :
•

back

•

sides (external obliques)

•

neck

•

forearms and wrists

•

triceps

•

chest

•

buttocks

•

groin (adductors)

•

thighs (quadriceps and abductors)

•

calves

•

shins

•

hamstrings

•

instep

The stretches should not be hold for a long period of time. If the athlete does not have any
injury limitation or problem with flexibility, the stretch should be done by just getting
in to the "pleasant-pull" position and then straight back. This part should be based on athletes
own feelings and actual needs.
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Examples of excercises :
Basketball Stretch #1) Right Leg Straddle
Stand in a straddle position with your knees bent slightly and your toes pointed out at 45°.
Bring your chest toward your right knee by bending slowly from the waist and being sure
to keep your back straight. Do this until you feel a comfortable tension in your hamstring.
Your hamstrings, gluteals and lower back (erector spinae) will be stretched.

Basketball Stretch #2) Middle Leg Straddle
Stand in a straddle position with your knees bent slightly and your toes pointed out at 45°.
Bend forward from the waist and touch your hands to the floor in front of you; back straight.
Do this until you feel a comfortable tension in your hamstring. Your hamstrings, gluteals,
lower back (erector spinae) and thigh abductors (thigh muscles that spread the legs apart) will
be stretched.

Basketball Stretch #3) Left Leg Straddle
Stand in a straddle position with your knees bent slightly and your toes pointed out at 45°.
Bring your chest toward your left knee by bending slowly from the waist and being sure
to keep your back straight. Do this until you feel a comfortable tension in your hamstring.
Your hamstrings, gluteals and lower back (erector spinae) will be stretched.

Basketball Stretch #4) Side Lunge
Stand in a straddle position, face forward, slowly lean to your left while keeping your back
straight and your feet at 45°. Try not to lean forward. Keep your left knee from moving
past your left foot as you point the toes of your right foot upward. Hold this for 15 seconds,
switch legs then repeat the stretch exercise twice more. This will work on your hamstring and
thigh abductors.

84
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Basketball Stretch #5) Iliotibial Band Stretch
While standing, place your left leg over your right leg. Lean over a support such as a table
or counter and bend at the waist. Bend your left knee as you slide your right leg out and away
from your body, keeping the right knee straight. As you do this, bend your body toward
the right leg. Hold, switch legs, then repeat twice. Stretches the hip abductor/flexor, gluteals
and lower back (erector spinae).

Basketball Stretch #6) Groin (seated)
Your groin is the area inside the top part of your legs. Sit down with your knees bent outward
and bring the bottom of your feet together. Perform this stretch exercise by moving your
knees toward the ground.
Basketball Stretch #7) Supine Hamstring
Begin by lying on your back with both legs bent. Bring your left leg toward your body
and keep it straight by holding it with both your hands. Hold like that for 30 seconds
and then do the other leg. Also helps the calves.
Basketball Stretch #8) Lying Knee Hug
Lie down with your shoulders flat against the floor, legs straight and bring the small of your
back in contact with the floor. Pull your left knee up to your chest and stretch the gluteals
and lower back. Hold 15 seconds, stretch the other leg, then repeat twice.
Basketball Stretch #9) Sitting Piriformis Stretch
Lie down on your back so your back and shoulders are touching the floor. Cross your left leg
over your right knee so your left ankle rests on your right knee and pull your right leg slowly
forward. Hold 15 seconds, then do with the opposite leg. Stretches the hip and gluteals.
Basketball Stretch #10) Lying Crossover
Lie on the floor with your legs extended out to the sides, lift up your right leg and lower it
across your body so it rests close to your left hand. Keep your shoulders flat. Hold 15
seconds, then stretch with your left leg and repeat twice. Stretches the gluteals, obliques
and erector spinae.
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Basketball Stretch #11) Sitting Hip Rotation
Sit with your back as straight as possible and keep your left leg straight as you twist your
body to the right and place your right hand behind you. As you do this, cross your right leg
over your left leg. Use your left arm to push gently push your right knee until you feel your
torso and hip being stretched. Hold 15 seconds, switch legs and repeat twice. Stretches
the gluteals, erector spinae (lower back) and spinal rotators.

Basketball Stretch #12) Lying Quadriceps
To stretch the muscles on the front side of your legs above your knees, start on your stomach
with your legs spread apart just a bit. Bend your right knee back, reach back with your right
hand and move your leg toward your back. Do the same with the left leg, then repeat twice.
Basketball Stretch #13) Standing Quadriceps
While standing, balance with your left hand on a wall, grab your right foot near the toes
with your right hand and pull your leg back to stretch the quads. Hold 15 seconds. Do
the same with the left leg, then repeat twice.

Basketball Stretch #14) Forward Lunge
Stand, then lunge forward with your right foot while being sure to keep your knee from going
beyond your foot. Stretch your hip flexors and quadriceps by pushing the hip of your straight
leg forward. Hold 15 seconds. Do the same with the left leg, then repeat twice.

Basketball Stretch #15) Calf
For this exercise stretch, start by facing the wall and leaning forward with both hands
on the wall. Stand with your feet shoulder width apart and your left foot in front of your right
foot. With the heel of your left foot just a bit off the ground, keep your right foot flat
on the ground and lean forward to stretch your calf muscle. Hold 15 seconds. Do the same
with the left calf, then repeat twice.
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8.2

Dynamic warm-up85
8.2.1 Non-specified (athletic) warm-up

The general warm up should consist of a light physical activity. Both the intensity
and duration of the general warm up (or how hard and how long), should be governed
by the fitness level of the participating athlete. Although a correct general warm up
for the average person should take about five to ten minutes and result in a light sweat86.
The aim of the general warm up is simply to elevate the heart rate and respiratory rate.
This in turn increases the blood flow and helps with the transportation of oxygen and nutrients
to the working muscles. This also helps to increase the muscle temperature, allowing
for a more effective static stretch. Which bring us to part two.
Agility Exercises - Agilities are the core of the warm-up and are usually performed
at a distance from about the baseline to the opposite free-throw line. I usually have athletes
divide into about 4-5 even lines along the baseline and have them perform about 2 repetitions
of each activity, once down and once back. The following is a list of agility exercises
(in order) that would be performed at the beginning of a typical session. I've also given a few
coaching points to stress while the players are performing them.
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Examples of exercises :
Basketball Stretch #21) Carioca
While you move laterally, swivel your hips so your right leg crosses over your left leg. Next,
side-step with your left leg then cross your right leg behind your left leg. Do this quicky
about 20-30 yards, then go the other way, leading with your other leg.

Basketball Stretch #22) Backward Stride
Run backward. Make sure each step is extended. Stride. Do this about 25-30 yards, thenrepeat.
Basketball Stretch #23) Heel Kicks
Run forward aggressively, flexing your knees and trying to touch your gluteals with your
heels. Keep your toes pointed as you move your heels toward your gluteals. Keep your thigh
perpendicular to the floor. Do this about 20 yards and then repeat
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8.2.2 Dynamic stretching88
Finally, a correct warm up should finish with a series of dynamic stretches. However, this
form of stretching carries with it a high risk of injury if used incorrectly. It should really only
be used under the supervision of a professional sports coach or trainer. Dynamic stretching is
more for muscular conditioning than flexibility and is really only suited for professional, well
trained, highly conditioned athletes. Dynamic stretching should only be used after a high level
of general flexibility has been established.
Dynamic stretching involves a controlled, soft bounce or swinging motion to force
a particular body part past its usual range of movement. The force of the bounce or swing is
gradually increased but should never become radical or uncontrolled89.
During this last part of an effective warm up it is also important to keep the dynamic
stretches specific to the athletes particular sport. This is the final part of the warm up
and should result in the athlete reaching a physical and mental peak. At this point the athlete
is most prepared for the rigors of their sport or activity.
The above information forms the basis of a complete and effective warm up. However,
I am well aware that this entire process is somewhat of an 'ideal' or 'perfect' warm up. I am
also well aware that this is not always possible, or convenient in the real world. Therefore,
the individual athlete must become responsible for assessing their own goals and adjusting
their warm up accordingly.
For instance, the time you commit to your warm up should be relative to your level
of involvement in your particular sport. So, for people just looking to increase their general
level of health and fitness, a minimum of five to ten minutes would be enough. However,
if you are involved in high level competitive sport you need to dedicate adequate time
and effort to a complete warm up.
One type of stretching that effectively warms the muscles, increases flexibility,
and prepares athletes for practice and competition is active isolated stretching (AIS),
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developed by Aaron Mattes. AIS is different from conventional stretching in that the stretch is
held for only 2 seconds at the full stretch position and 8 to 10 repetitions are performed. AIS
is a great warm-up stretch because of the movement involved with each stretch.
The movement also keeps athletes more focused during the stretch90.

Rules:
•

Isolate the muscles being stretched

•

Inhale during the relaxed stage of the stretch and exhale when the strech is being
applied

•

Take the stretch as far as possible in a comfort zone

•

Hold each repetition for 2 seconds at the full stretch position and perform 8 to 10
repetitions of each stretch

•

Try to take the stretch a little farther with each repetition

•

Use proper technique and alignment with each stretch

•

Stretch daily

•

Stretch with a positive mental attitude and good focus

According to Kurz, you should do "as many sets as it takes to reach your optimal range of
motion in any given direction", but do not work your muscles to the point of fatigue.
Remember ~ this is just a warm-up, the real workout comes later.
Some people are surprised to find that dynamic stretching has a place in the warm-up. But
think about it: you are "warming up" for a workout that is (usually) going to involve a lot of
dynamic activity. It makes sense that you should perform some dynamic exercises to increase
your dynamic flexibility91.

Examples of exercises:
Shuffle With the Arms - Stay tall and as you shuffle swing the arms up to the side in a steady
but relaxed manner.
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Cross Overs, Long and Low - these are basically cariocas but they are performed slowly
with large exaggerated steps. STAY LOW!
Quick Cross Overs - Regular cariocas with shorter quicker steps.

Shuffle With Change of Direction - Stay low and shuffle changing direction very two steps.

Examples of exercises92:
Basketball Stretch #17) Leg Swings Forward and Back
Support yourself on a wall or rail with your right shoulder perpendicular to the support. Swing
your leg forward so it's close to parallel with the floor, making sure your trunk and lower back
are rigid and don't bend. Your knee should be bent slightly. Now swing a controlled backward
swing. Be careful, swinging the leg too hard may result in injury. Perform 10 reps, switch
legs, then repeat. Works your hamstrings, gluteals and hip flexors.
Basketball Stretch #18) Leg Swings Side to Side
Stand about 3 feet from a solid object (wall or rail), knees bent slightly and swing your right
leg out to your right side. Now swing your leg across your body to the left until your feel
a stretch in your hamstring. Check that you are minimizing the amount of movement through
your lower back. Perform 10 reps, switch legs, then repeat. Works your hamstrings
and abductors.
Basketball Stretch #19) High Knee Step
Alternately drive both knees in a high upward motion toward your chest. As you do this, bend
the arm on your straight leg side and swing the other arm behind you. These should be
aggressive arm movements. Keep your heels down and toes raised upward. March
about 20 yards, then repeat.
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8.3

Sport-specific (basketball) warm-up

With the first (two) parts of the warm up carried out thoroughly and correctly, it is safe
to move onto the( third) part of an effective warm up. In this part, the athlete is specifically
preparing their body for the demands of their particular sport. During this part of the warm up,
more vigorous activity should be employed. Activities should reflect the type of movements
and actions which will be required during the sporting event93.
This program should consist of motions that simulate the actual exercises that are to be
performed94.
The best type of basketball warm-up is one that is specific to the needs of the athlete
and mimics the movements involved in the sport 5.

Warm-up should be specific. In most circumstances a practice session would include
the entire range of movements for basketball. If however, you are planning a practice session
that focuses on defense then your warm-up activities should carry the emphasis of those
activities. Try not to make the mistake of looking at the warm-up session as being a separate
part of your practice. Warm-up, it is performed correctly, has residual effects of increasing
athletic performance (balance, agility etc.), conditioning and injury prevention96.
All coaches agree with the necessity of inclusion of sports specific exercises to WU. In
this part, I have to agree with John Shepherd from pponline, who says, in summary, why
adopting a different approach to warming up could improve your sports performance:
You'll save time and free up more specific training hours. If you were training five times
a week for 250 days a year, warming up and stretching in the traditional manner
for 30 minutes at a time would take up a total of 125 hours. That is virtually five days
of continuous training time that could be put to much more specific use;

WALKER, Brad. Warm up activities & stretching exercises.
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The time spent specifically warming up will also improves running action and specifically
strengthen and stretch running muscles, so boosting the performance. The lower leg is
fundamental to running performance, and many of the drills described opposite will
strengthen this region and so, in turn, do wonders for power generation and force return.
You'll be better prepared mentally. A slow warm-up with a sustained period of stretching
can switch your mind away from the dynamics of the task ahead. This may be particularly
detrimental before a race or competition, when you'll want to maintain your focus and stay
sharp. On a subtler level, your neuromuscular system may not be optimally prepared if you
pursue a slower style of warm-up with lots of stretching. The more focused approach will
heighten the ability of your muscles to contract97.

Specific elements that should be included in the warm-up may be less clear.
Two foundational concepts serve as the basis for our approach to warm-up design.
The first is a research-based idea that suggests that the most important outcome of an effective
warm-up is an increase in the athletes internal temperature, which in turn brings
about performance-enhancing physiological changes. The warm-up must be functional.
Integral part of the training session and therefore should contribute to the development
of balance, core strength, body control, running mechanics, agility, and efficient sport-specific
movement.
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Movement Chains
The second warm-up strategy is to create a series of movement chains to prepare athletes
for training or competition. A movement chain is a combination of a dynamic stretch,
a similar form running drill or agility drill, and a short jog into a continuous chain
of movements. Each movement is performed for a specific distance and is copleted one
after another without stopping until all 3 or 4 movements in the chain have been completed.
A partner relay or movement chain is used as a general warm-up prior to every strength
training session, as well as a preparation before team practices. A specific warm-up follows
the movement-based general warm-up. The specific warm-up consist of sport-specific drills
QO

that prepare the athlete for the sport practice that will follow .
The last part of your warm-up should be devoted to performing movements that are
a "watered-down" version of the movements that you will be performing during your athletic
activity. HFLTA says that the last phase of a warm-up should consist of the same movements
that will be used during the athletic event but at a reduced intensity. Such sport-specific
activity is beneficial because it improves coordination, balance, strength, and response time,
and may reduce the risk of injury".
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8.3.1 Individual exercises
Here should be included players position-specific activities with the ball including
handling drills and shooting. This exercises player does individually. This part is intended to
make sure players natural execution of all movements.
Because possession of the ball is the best defence known. Your poopnent can't score if
you handle the ball well" - Nat Holman, Naismith Basketball hall of fame coach100.

8.3.2 Team exercises
This section requires the use of team exercises that get the players into the rhythm
of a cooperative executing the game.
This section is again mostly individual and there should be a player to carry out things that
you most enjoy, or which is good to Optimo val with the body and mind. This section must be
gradual.

8.3.3 Set-up part
This section is again mostly individual and there the player should carry out things that he
most enjoy, or which is good in, to to optimalize both body and mind. This section has to be
gradual. Also this is the best time to do some dunks and to show your confidence to scare the
other team.

8.4

Final part

This section is mostly focused on players mind. To do some free throws and to get the
mind into the game, which Velensky also call "the distribution of attention concentration"101.
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9

Warm-up aspects
9.1

Psychological aspects

9.1.1 Mental Preparation
The warm-up is good time to mentally prepare for an event by clearing the mind,
increasing focus, reviewing skills and strategy. Positive imagery can also relax the athlete
and build concentration

i no

Impressive evidence has been gathered by psychologists, psychiatrists, kinesiologists,
physiologists, physicians, and even theologians. They have removed many of the mysteries
that once surrounded the "mental stuff of athletic training. The dramatic conclusion is that
the power of the mind is the driving force behind all athletic achievement103.
From athletes point of view we have to consider many factors influencing
his performance:
• influence of environment (teammates, opponents, public) in terms of interaction,
• external perceptions, interfering elements,
• the importance of match, demands placed on players,
• psychologic determinating pre-game stereotypes and patterns function,
• ritual,
• action of stress and its recovery.
A tension after not making a first baskets when incorrect warm-up.

QUINN, Elizabeth. The Warm Up - How To Warm Up Before Exercise : A proper warm up has important
benefits
103 MIKES, Jay, MEYER, Ray. Basketball Fundamentals
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These can be shown as:
Start fever (loss of potential energy before the performance). Start fever can affect
by WU, soothing massage or by medicaments.
Start apathy (later reach full power). Start apathy can affect by WU, stimulating massage,
psychologically (trainer, psychologist).

In some individuals we can see the adjustment, sometimes even the need for this pressure.
It was also hypothesized that WU may involve some psychological

effects

such as increased preparedness104.
Each player performs the way he or she does because of the physical (coordination)
and mental (concentration) habits he or she has developed. In short, skill is the product
of mental and physical habits.
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9.1.2 Mental factors
In addition to the physical factors, four basic mental factors can initiate slumps.
The ultimate mental cause of a slump is poor visual awareness. You must have a clear, precise
goal in mind because shooting requires accuracy. If you are not fine centeirng on the center
of the basket when shooting, your mid does not have the precise information it needs
to complete the task successfully.
The second mental factor contributing to a slump is negative thinking. If you dwell
in the past or anticipate the future, you are reducing your visual awareness of the present,
specifically your awareness of the basket. In other woreds, thinking interferes with doing
(shooting) because doing in the present relies on awareness of the present, not the past
or future. The problem grows worse when you think negatively. Dwelling n past mistakes
or worrying about what might happen increases body tension, which in turn disrupts
coordination and prevents a smooth release.
A third cause of a slump is the lack of a mental warm-up. Just as you must loosen up
physically, you must also loosen up mentally. If your mind focuses on past or future worries
instead of present objects (basket, ball, etc., you will start the game with your body receiving
vague instructions from your mind. Your chances of success will be a matter of luck.
The final factor leading to a slump is defensive pressure. If your opponent is bigger
or quicker than you are or is playing more intensely, your shot can be affected in two ways.
First, you may tend to hurry your shot. As you quicken your release, you lose your shooting
touch. Second, by forcing you to focus your attention on him or her instead of on the center
of the basket, your defender has ruined your concentration. In either case, he or she has
minimized your chances of hitting the shot.
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9.1.2.1

Body awareness10

In addition to practice, the pregame WU is a good time to focus on body awareness.
When you first begin shooting in WU, it is a good idea to center almost entirely on how
your movements feel. Then as you loosen up and develop your shooting rhythm, gradually
change your center of attention to your visual system and begin warming up mentally
by maintaining your focus on the basket. Use your sense of mind awareness to check
your mental activity and to prepare for the upcoming competition.
By closing your eyes and centering your attention on body awareness on every alternate
rehearsal repetition, you will receive muscle feedback as well as visual feedback.
As a result of the combination of visual and muscle feedback, you will begin to know how
your good moves feel, which is essential.
By overlearning and developing habits, you will be able to play without centering on your
sense of body awareness. Your moves will be automatic and controlled by your subconscious
mind. Overlearning lets you center your attention on the visual cues presented during
the game, information that is the key to success.

9.1.2.2

The downward spiral

A basketball player's psyche is a fragile thing. One missed shot can set a players mind
plunging in a downward spiral toward sustained failure. Repeated misses accumulate to create
an off night. The psychologically and emotionally immature athlete sees no end to the slump.
The slumping player becomes worried, frustrated, and desperate.
To understand this chain reaction of failure you must understand that shooting is an act
performed through two sets of habits - one mental and one physical. A shot is missed
because of poor visual awareness or poor technique. Either a player's visual habits
and mechanics (proper form) are not adequately established to be consistent, or something
interferes with their execution. Interferences might include visual distractions, fatique,
tension, or other factors. If the athlete begins to panic after several missed shots, new habits
are established that become stronger with each miss.
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9.1.2.3

Levels of arousal

Our emotions can put us on one of three levels of arousal or excitement. The emotional
and performance effects have three levels. The emotions of fear, anxiety, anger, and
frustration, which can be considered the "hot" feelings, produce a state of overarousal. This
overexcitement can dramaticallly interfere with performance. On the other hand, depression
and the "cool" feelings of apathy, indifference, and powerlessness produce a state
of underarousal. This underarousal can also dramatically interfere with performance
by making you play at a less than peak level of emotional excitement. The most productive
level of arousal lies between the two states of underarousal and overarousal. It is produced
by the "warm" feelings of security and passion. The peak performer plays the game
in a positive emotional state, feeling secure but driven with passion.

9.1.2.4

Trust in leadership and team 106

In the past 3 decades, research from several literatures in applied psychology,
as well as writings in the popular press, has implied that a higher level of trust in a leader
results in higher team (or organizational) performance.
On the basis of the present study, trust, whatever its origins, appears be a valid criterion
for these decisions, as it can have performance implications.
Lastly, the data from this study highlight the fact that there are many determinants of team
performance, of which trust is only one.
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9.2

Additional components

The factors affecting performance but are not exact part of WU.

9.2.1 Drinking regime
Today, the increased demands on energy supply in the game and especially in practice is seen.
It is the exact knowledge of the physiological laws supplementation of sufficient fluid to achieve
the optimal effectiveness of training which is absolutely necessary.
Kristofic107 in his book also considered necessary to address the drinking regime in relation
to future performance.

9.2.2 Basketball specific nutrition1085109
The combination of endurance, speed, power, agility, sport specific skill and mental focus
make the game of basketball a highly intense sport. By incorporating sound performance
nutrition principles to these components of the game players can maximize their training
and competitive abilities. As a basketball player, one of our most fierce opponents is fatigue.
Therefore, one of the goals of performance nutrition is to reduce both physical and mental
fatigue. Delaying fatigue not only gives us an advantage over our competitors but it also helps
to prevent injury. Many injuries occur in the last few minutes of the games when players are
physically drained and mentally tired. So, maintaining high energy levels throughout game
and practice give a player a distinct competitive edge.
The two performance nutrition keys for basketball are minimizing carbohydrate depletion
and staying adequately hydrated. Carbohydrate is the primary fuel source in basketball
due to the stop and go nature of the game. Once carbohydrate supplies in the body become
depleted we experience fatigue evident by decreased speed, quickness, reaction time
and declining endurance, decision making abilities, and mental focus. Therefore showing up
to games and practices fully fueled with adequate carbohydrate and consistently replenishing
these stores is a performance priority. Carbohydrates can come from many different foods,
but quality sources mainly come from the fruit, vegetable, and grain food groups. Some
07 KRISTOFIC, Jaroslav. Gymnastika pro kondicni a zdravotni ucely.
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examples of good carbohydrate foods are bananas, oranges, dried fruits, carrots, peas, pastas,
baked potatoes, whole grain breads, granola bars, and pretzels. Given the importance
of carbohydrate in the game of basketball, players should be sure to avoid the low-carb crazes
and specialty products designed to limit carbohydrate intake.
The second key in basketball is maintaining adequate hydration before, during,
and after practices and games. Dehydration can happen to a player before he/she realizes
the effects. Symptoms such as thirst, fatigue, headaches, and muscle cramps are often felt
after it's too late. One way to monitor hydration levels and prevent poor performance
from dehydration is to check the color of your urine. Light-colored, clear, odorless urine
throughout the day means a player is probably well hydrated. Strong, dark urine may suggest
dehydration and indicate that players should begin drinking water and sports drinks until well
hydrated. Fluid losses of only 1-2% of body weight can negatively effect performance
and cause dehydration. Many athletes can easily lose this much fluid in an hour of exercise.
Since research shows that most athletes do not fully rehydrate during practices and games
and many show up to the court already dehydrated, steps should be taken to help prevent these
detrimental effects. Coaches and players should learn the importance of proper hydration
and incorporate hydration strategies into every practice and game situation. This will help
"train" players to drink enough. Many players may find it difficult to ingest the recommended
fluid volumes, so it is important for players to know that they must train their bodies to drink
adequate amounts. Coaches and team parents can further support these efforts by making sure
each player has his/her own individual bottle for water or sports drinks for both practices
and games.
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9.2.2.1

Pre-practice/game meals no

The pre-practice or pre-game meal is an important component of preparing
for competition. This meal provides energy and fluids to the working muscles and can also
help mentally prepare a player for the big game. A meal can be eaten 2-4 hours
prior to practice or games. The further the meal is from the tipoff the larger the meal should
be and the more lean protein it should contain. Conversely, the closer the meal is, the smaller
the meal should be. In either case we know that carbohydrates from fruits, vegetables,
and grains are the primary fuel source for basketball and should thus make up the majority
of the meal. As a general rule, players eating pre-game meals should fill 2/3 of their plate
with carbohydrate and 1/3 with lean protein choices. High fat meals should be avoided in this
time period. It is a good idea to experiment with different foods and pre-game food
combinations during training periods rather than before games so that players will know what
foods work well for them. If a player tends to experience gastrointestinal discomforts, smaller
more frequent meals or liquid meal replacement shakes are an alternative option.
In addition to the meal, pre-hydrating is also important. Players should begin drinking
~16oz of water or sports drinks ~2hours before practices or competition. Then ~30minutes
before a practice or game players should drink another 4-8 oz of water or sports drink to top
off fluid levels. Both the pre-game meal and pre-hydrating fluids should be non-carbonated,
non-caffeinated, and non-alcoholic. It is a good idea for players to get in the habit of carrying
a bottle with them at all times to encourage fluid intake throughout the day. If a player is
prone to muscle cramps during play, in addition to paying special attention to pre-hydrating,
he/she should also regularly salt their food at the table and consume salty foods like pretzels,
soups, crackers, etc. Choosing sports drinks over water during practices and games is also
a good idea for the cramp prone athlete. If the pre-game meal and fluids are skipped one can
be certain that the player's performance will be negatively affected, especially in the closing
minutes of a game. Coaches and parents can be supportive by encouraging proper intake
before practices and games, helping plan team meals at appropriate times, scouting cities
and towns ahead of time for restaurants and food access if traveling to tournaments or games,
or calling ahead to food establishments to make team arrangements. A little planning
prior to playing can give an athlete the energy he/she needs to finish strong.
no KETTERLY, Jen. Fueling the Fast break: Basketball Nutrition.
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9.2.2.2

Game time nutrition 11

Now that the player is fed and ready for the game, it is important to continue effective
fueling strategies after the sound of the horn. Both of the performance nutrition keys,
carbohydrate and fluids, are as important during the game as before the game. Remembering
that these two nutrients are paramount in delaying fatigue and keeping players energized it is
wise for players to consume both at every chance he/she gets. Sports drinks contain both the
fluid and carbohydrate needed to maintain hydration and energy levels during basketball. This
can be accomplished by drinking sports drinks at the recommended intervals of 4-8oz every
15-20min. An easy point of reference is that each "gulp" is ~loz of fluid for most people. So,
for example, players should regularly consume ~32-64oz during a 2 hour practice.
Players competing at high levels and that see a lot of minutes should also not be afraid to
consume a small portion of solid food at halftime to help reload carbohydrate energy used
in the first half. Some choices could include a few bites of an energy bar or granola bar,
orange wedges, fruit snacks, fig bars, jelly beans, or sport gels. Be sure to consume 6-8 oz
of water or sports drink along with these type of carbohydrate sources. Also, it is a good idea
to experiment with a few different strategies during practices so players will know what
works best at game time. The bottom line is that if players do not make a conscious effort to
adequately replenish fluids and carbohydrate throughout practices and games they very often
end up dehydrated, fatigued and forced to accept a suboptimal performance.

9.2.2.3

Post game recovery112

Recovery nutrition is an important concept in any sport utilizing carbohydrate energy,
but is especially so in the game of basketball. Very often teams will play games
on consecutive days or travel to AAU or other tournaments requiring teams to play multiple
games several days in a row. This schedule allows for little rest and recovery, but making
recovery nutrition a consistent part of the travel plans can help ensure players compete
at a high level until the final game. Recovery nutrition couples the two key performance
nutrition components, carbohydrate and fluids with a small window of time. Players should
strive to consume approximately half of their body weight in grams of carbohydrate
in KETTERLY, Jen. Fueling the Fastbreak: Basketball Nutrition.
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within 3 Omin immediately following practice and games. For example, a 140 pound player
should be aiming to get in at least 70 grams of carbohydrate in the 3 Omin window.
The carbohydrate can come from a combination of fluid and food sources. Parents and players
can look at the packaged food label to see how many grams of carbohydrate are in each
serving of that particular food item. For example, popular sports drinks contain ~14g
carbohydrate per 8 oz, a banana has ~27g carbohydrate, and fig bars have ~1 Ig carbohydrate
each; so, a good recovery snack for the 140 pound example player would be 16oz of sports
drink, a banana, and 2 fig bars for a total of 77g carbohydrate.
Recovery snacks should be high in carbohydrate, low in fat, and can contain a small
amount of protein. Other portable foods such as fruits, raisins, graham crackers, yogurt,
pudding cups, and smoothies can also serve as good recovery nutrition snacks. Establishing
consistent recovery nutrition habits help the muscles to refuel effectively and efficiently
for the next practice or game. If a player misses the recovery window he/she may likely
experience fatigue the following day and/or have "heavy legs' in the subsequent game coupled
with an overall decrease in performance. When on the road or at home, team captains should
encourage teammates to consume healthy recovery snacks. Parents or coaches can plan ahead
by pooling monies and purchasing in bulk healthy snacks to have available for players
immediately after each game, especially during tournament weekends. Relying on fast food
restaurants or concessions may leave players with less than ideal options. When possible,
players should also aim to have a high carbohydrate, low fat meal within 1-2 hours
after playing to continue the refueling process.
Along with refueling, fluids must also be replaced after practice or competition. It is a
good idea for players to have an idea of their sweat rate. This can be determined by weighing
in and out of practice or games and noting the change in body weight. For every pound of
body weight lost from sweat, players should rehydrate with 20 oz of water or sports drink
within 2 hours of coming off the court. If players routinely loose weight during practices or
games, this can be an indication that pre-hydration and game time hydration habits are not
sufficient.
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9.2.2.4

Summary

Now that you understand the two basketball performance nutrition keys, how they can
help take a player's game to the next level, and some practical tips on how to create your own
performance nutrition game plan, the message should be reinforced by everyone. Actively
maintaining hydration status and carbohydrate supplies are the keys to fueling the fastbreak.

9.2.3 Warm-up suit
Besides being water- and wind-resistant, there are other features that help keep players
warm. Drawstrings with cord locks at the bottom of jackets help keep cold air from the body.
If you want your players to have control over their body temperatures, look at full-zip jackets,
which allow for easier temperature regulation, over the popular half-zip jackets.
You also will want to consider lining if you're looking for warmth. Polyester or jersey
lining provide an additional layer for warmth and add comfort. Pants that are fully lined are
warmer but are more difficult to get on and off than pants that are lined to only the knee.
Most young athletes prefer open-bottom pant legs to the closed elastic cuffs. Breakaway
pants are also popular and functional because they're easy to get on and off. And female
athletes are choosing women"s-fit warm-ups more often.
Concerning style, custom embroidery and tackle twill designs are more popular and wear
better than sere en-printing on warmups. Printing on warm-ups damages the water-resistant
coating. There are a lot of choices out there for warmups.
As coaches, you have to decide what's most important to your team: finances, fabric,
function, features or fashion. You should consider allowing the team to have input
on selecting a warmup. After all, your players will be the ones wearing them.

Socks
Socks can come in all lengths and materials. One to two pairs of white, properly-fitted
cotton or cotton-blend socks are recommended to prevent blisters.
Shoes
Shoes are the most important article of clothing for the athlete. They must have a good
tread for traction. In addition, they must fit snugly around an athlete's ankle yet provide room
in the toe to prevent blisters. High-top court shoes are recommended because they provide
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the athlete with the best foot and ankle support. A firm arch and heel support and a cushioned
insole are things to look for in a quality court shoe. Black-soled shoes should be avoided
as they leave marks on some courts.
For good stability the foot must have the ability to grip terrain in such a way as to ensure,
through the foot joints, load transfer on a surface.11

Knee Pads
Knee pads, elbow pads and eyeglass straps provide added protection and help prevent
injuries. Knee braces may also be worn if they are properly covered.
Head Bands
Head bands, rubber bands or ribbons are necessary for safety reason when the athlete
needs to keep hair away from the face. According to the rules, metal clips or bobby pins are
not acceptable.
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9.2.4 Enviromental factors114
Heat - on hot, humid days the body has difficulty cooling itself. Because the air is already
saturated with water vapor (humidity), sweat doesn't evaporate as easily. Therefore, body
sweat is a less effective cooling agent, and the body retains extra heat. Hot, humid
environments put players at risk of heat exhaustion and heatstroke.
So the light WU suit should be worn and more fluids should be taken.
Cold - when a person is exposed to cold conditions, the body temperature starts to drop
and the body shivers to create heat and reduces blood flow to the extremities to conserve heat
in the core of the body. To reduce this, make shure players wear appropriate protective
clothing, and keep the players active to maintain body heat.
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10 Discussion
If we look back in time, we can see that the issue of whether WU in any form has a role
to play in planning the content of the training process, or the time before match. Previously,
however, WU was often replaced by such as stretching and not only as regards the name
of action.
Discussion on the effects of loading different programs, which were tested in these studies
here already, does not make sense to get individually. I have already individually related their
findings to a particular topic in the chapter WU theory.
What is interesting for me is that during the relatively long period of time, a positive
approach to WU in general can be observed. Regardless its content. We basically talk
about the last century, when the majority of the pre-game preparation was occupied slow
passive stretching.
Following observations115 were taken over 12 years back:
,,I belive the importance of stretching has been greatly overlooked in the past by some
coaches and players," says Danny Ainge, head coach of the Phoenix Suns. ,,I have my players
stretch as a team before all prectices and after some selected practices throghout the season.
I think stretching improves performance and reduces the chances of some injuries."
„Stretching has improved my overall agility," claims Danny Manning of the Phoenix
Suns. ,,When I stretch before games, I feel more ready to perform, and I get into groove
easier."
Seatle SuperSonics guard Hersey Hawkins recomends stretching for players at all levels,
flexibility has always been a big part of my game in high school, college, and now
in my professional career." Says Hawkins.
,,When I played, a lot of players did not take stretching seriously," said Bob McAdoo,
the NBA MVP in 1975 and current assistant coach of the Miami Heat. ,,Luckily as a rookie
in 1972, my coach, Jack Ramsay, emphasized the importance of stretching. That helped me
throughout my 20-year professional career."

115

National Basketball Conditioning Coaches Association. NBA Power Conditioning.
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,,I have to stretch before each practice and before each and every game says Del Curry
of the Charlotte HOrnets. ,,I can tell a big difference in how I feel and perform. I'll also
stretch a lot during the off-season, before and after training, to help prevent injury."
It is astonishing, both in the short term, the approach to the concept of pre-game activity
changes so much. And I think that these changes are not yet at an end and that scientists still
did not say their last word.
Taking into account the most recent study, more WU and stretching can objectively
express the prevailing focus of most of these studies about its response to passive stretching.
It's not the only variable, but in view of the results of these studies, it appears as the only
decisive factor. Over the past few years a large number of studies have been done with this
or a similar focus. The main object of interest was both logically and from view of simplicity
of measurement, vertical jump. These are results and I used in this work because vertical jump
is one of the few significant indicators of explosive speed, which can be in this environment
very well applicated.
Usually is found that The mean for the static stretching group was signigicantly lower
than the means for the other 3 groups. The static stratching negated the benefits gained
from a general warm-up when performed immediately before a VJ test116.
Researchers have posited that stretching may reduce musculotendinous stiffness, which
inhibits the production of force in the contractile component of the muscle. Decreases in force
production may also be the result of a reduced ability to recruit motor units as a function
of inhibited neural mechanisms such as myoelectric potentiation. Yet another explanation
for decreases in force production is the inhibition of the acute response of muscle
proprioceptors, such as the Golgi tndon organs or the low threshold pain receptors.
Warm-up had an impact on vertical jump performance.

116 HOLT, Brady W., LAMBOURNE, Kate. The impact ofdiferent -warm-up protocols vertikaljump
performance in male collegiate athletes.
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At the present time, it is recommended that the hamstrings, gluteals, quadriceps, hip
flexors, and lower back are not statically stretched immediately prior to performing a vertical
jump if the intent is to maximize jump performance. If increasing flexibility is a concern, it is
recommended that it be developed in a warm-up using dynamic stretching. If static stretching
is used, it may be best to delay it until after sport performance.
When we talk about individually specific flexibility of basketball player, we should realize
that on a professional level there should no longer be a need to increase mobility, but only
to maintain or optimize it. In addition to the absolute power and of course the resulting power
in the game, or in specific activities.
The results showed great variability and operate individually rather confusing,
but my assessment of investigational studies has to say that the opinion that WU composition
affects the performance in terms of the resulting explosion is two-thirds recognized as
sufficiently proven true. Along the same lines I added.

Individual examination guidelines have been discussed in the relevant chapters.

11 Conclusion
The very idea of this thesis was to determine and describe the whole process of warm-up
approach in the present time. According to a plan it was to be done by just accumulating
the referring documents and then their analyzing.

But so many new information

and tendencies have occurred during the research. This time I would like to share these
findings. But there is really a significant problem with adapting the Czech basketball
to the new findings although they seem to be very obvious.
I had the opportunity to meet the Italian junior Montepaschi team coach Giulio Griccoli
when Euroleague Final Four took place in Prague, 2006. And he just impressed me how
detailed his pre-game conception was. And then when I saw how fast are his players
and I realized the huge disparity in approach to the whole concept of basketball in comparison
with the Czech Republic. Therefore it is important to always look for new impulses to
increase the efficiency of all components which could affect the resulting performance.
If we consider the possibility of acquiring new information and recent research results,
so basically we just have to accede to a change in the concept of Czech basketball. However,
as VelenskyllV says, progress in the Czech basketball is very slow and the coaches are not
willing to try new things, although they are in the world long ago tested.
As a result I can say that ndividualized warm-up program does affect the athletes
performance.

17

PaedDr. Michael Velensky, Ph.D. - verbal communication
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